
Please select your preferred option      Any other comments? Please select the district you live in:

Increase
Only if this means more patrols in our area as we hardly ever see any, 
probably twice a year. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

Norfolk Police do an incredible job with the finite resources they have at 
their disposal. I fully support an increase to improve visibility & 
engagement!! Broadland

Increase

Norfolk Police do an incredible job with the finite resources they have at 
their disposal. I fully support an increase to improve visibility & 
engagement!! Broadland

Increase

although I have voted yes I am concerned that the police seem to ask for 
more every year whereas other institutions manage to live within their 
restraints North Norfolk

Increase As long as the cuts don't involve getting rid of PCSOs King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

Dear sir, RE the police budget for this coming year. On behalf od old age 
pensioners, you have no idea how we are struggling financially, with food 
bills etc. Last year Mr Bett increased the police tax by 2% and you Mr 
Green want more this year. As a 78 year old finding £160 a month D band 
is one hell of a bill to find.   Please give us a break - don't do it. North Norfolk

Increase

I would have no objection to paying an extra 8p per week just so long as it 
means there is a more visible police presence. For too long now especially 
on the roads in my area (Norwich) I daily see cars doing excess of speed 
limits, using mobiles and using bus lanes as an open highway (Dereham 
Road, Costessey a prime example). As a service veteran I am appalled at 
the amount of people who disrespect the City Hall cenotaph which is close 
to the central police office yet nothing appears to be done in educating 
people that it still means a lot to many. A task a policeman on foot should 
be able to solve. Just a couple of instances which could be improved. I am 
sure there are many more. Norwich

No increase

Sir, I listened to you and the Chief Constable on Radio Norfolk. The thing 
the CC is missing is that the police get an annual pay rise every year so 
they are able to pay extra CT. The last pay rise I had was in 2011 1.5% and 
many people just get by, only just. I am 68 and still in work and would 
loved to have retired at 60 as the police. Most of the 2% will go to their 
pension. Please don't increase the CT - give us a break. North Norfolk

Increase

Yes I would but Mr Bailey and his team are a little slow off the mark as I 
am waiting for a investigation to be carried out on the following CAD 45 
23/10/2012. I know what happened and what is happening but would like 
to read it in print. The only department I have found to be open are the 
Home Secretary's. Norwich

Increase

Whilst I am not opposed to raise again this year in the police precept I 
would like to see more money raised from those committing crimes. 
Driving on our roads has taken a turn for the worse in recent months with 
more drivers speeding, jumping traffic lights, driving in a reckless manner 
and happily tailgating other road users. These offences plus an increase in 
those being prepared to throw down litter when and where they like, 
could all be areas where funds could ne raised. I ask you to consider this 
for future years. South Norfolk

Increase

We would be happy to pay an additional sum on out council tax providing 
that the amount raised would be specifically used to provide additional 
community support officers. We have found the local community support 
officers extremely effective in our local area over the past years, however, 
they now seem to be extremely stretched providing cover for our area 
which we have missed. North Norfolk



No increase

It is about time the police learnt to live within their budget I say no to any 
extra money on my rates. We do not get value for money. They have had 
above inflation rises over recent years. To save money do away with this 
office (OPCC) it must cost a lot of money to run.  Surely with all the masses 
of new housing being built and the extra rates that will be collected this 
should help with finances.  While writing this I am waiting for an answer to 
my last email about a high speed escort around Duke Street roundabout. 
When we get a police response and help with local issues I might change 
my mind. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

I would be more than willing to pay 8p if this meant more police officers 
on the beat and less PCSOs. People take more notice of a police officer 
than a PCSO who only has the same powers as any civilian. I live in a small 
village the only time I see a police officer is when they are attending an 
incident and they are going through the village. As a retired police officer I 
found that parking the car up and carrying out a foot patrol (but not 
wandering too far from the car) help give the community a sense of safety, 
also I picked up bits and pieces of information. So yes, 8p is worth it for 
more police officers. Great Yarmouth

No increase

No, no, no we pay enough already. We think you could organise the 
budget by creating additional savings by reducing some of the 
expenditure that is not necessary. An 8p per week does not sound very 
much  but it is these frequent small increases which mount up. Broadland

Increase

We read from time to time in the press stories about police misconduct in 
a range of ways including being allowed to avoid consequences through 
retirement, and so on. I think public confidence needs to be considered 
and not just when asking us to pay more. also, there are so many services 
that are under funded....where will us paying even more end? There is a 
risk that us paying more becomes the go to response when in my view 
questioning the premise of central funding cuts is the way forward. I 
appreciate in short term it is not an either or. Norwich

Increase
We need to see police on the street not in the odd police car. You have my 
support. Breckland

Increase
Happy to pay the increase, providing able to see more visible policing and 
contact with a familiar police officer on the streets Norwich

No increase South Norfolk

No increase
Remove the overweight desk sergeants from every station! Put the police 
garages and service facilities out to contract. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
We need to pay for the level of services we want, be they be in policing, 
health and care, libraries or other social services South Norfolk

Increase

I am for the increase in the policing part of council tax, however the 
funding gap should not be plugged by greater charges applied to tax 
payers.     Additionally, the above question has been written in an 
incredibly biased way! 'Tick this box and all these bad things will happen, 
tick this box and lots of good things will happen'. Norwich

No increase

you should focus your money and resources on tackling volient crime, sex 
offenses and burglarys/robberys instead of looking to stop graffiti and 
focusing on homeless people who beg in the street. Norwich

No increase

Money wasted already on the night time economy in Norwich due to drink 
filled idiots causing problems resulting in no police available elsewhere 
when called for help South Norfolk

Increase We need more foot patrols King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

how much of the police budget is spent on policing the  nighttime 
economy in the city is it right that the tax payer is paying this if the clubs 
what to remain open all night then they should pay for police to police the 
streets. South Norfolk



Increase

Improvement in visibilty is a real issue - as coordinator of the SAM traffic 
sign in our parish I would particularly like to see more pro-active police  
speeding enforcement as 45% of the vehicles travelling through our 
village exceed the 30mph speed limit at times. Moving toward combining 
the Norfolk and Suffolk forces must be a priority to save money - the 
individual egos of those wishing to maintain their 'empires' must be 
reined in! South Norfolk

No increase hope of no increase 0% Norwich
No increase I struggle to pay my bills now! Great Yarmouth

Increase

Regarding the child football scandal I think the FA should pay towards the 
police inquiries also where any other companies are involved with scandal. 
I also think that the government should give more to policing because of 
all the increasing problems with cyber crime. Keep up the good work. Broadland

Increase
Law and Order paramount in society.  The enforcement needs to be 
funded. Great Yarmouth

Increase

Sir, I convey hearty congratulations to both Mr Lorne Green, PCC and CC 
Mr Simon Bailey on their professional handling of Great Yarmouth Public 
Consultation meeting in the Town Hall on Thursday 10/11/2016.  Bothe 
men excelled in their tasks. Great Yarmouth

Increase

Encourage citizens to help Police their own area by passing information to 
Police HQ.  This information should be recorded, so that it may be used in 
the jigsaw of any future investigations by the Police.  There could be a 
dedicated "desk" to receive these calls.  It appears that there seems to be a 
waste of manpower at scene of crime after the crime has been committed; 
when the manpower should be used to stop other crimes not wasted on 
old crime. North Norfolk

Increase

1.  Do something about the police station, it's an eyesore and the all-
important yellow phone is not visible.  2.  Stop youths (mainly) speeding 
through in the evenings - often past the police station.  3.  Help stop foul 
language in public places.  4.  More police officers on foot please; fewer 
rushing around in cars with flashing lights.  It sends the wrong image (is 
everything so urgent?), especially to young people and police cars hurtling 
through towns may kill someone.  Not good PR.  But....thank you for what 
you do!! King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase PCSOs do an amazing job!! South Norfolk
Increase We need more police. South Norfolk
Increase They deserve every penny. Breckland

Increase
Please monitor parking - our biggest problem in Mulbarton. Mon-Fri at 
school coming in/out time. Sat for football by village hall. South Norfolk

Increase Parking on Mill Road cross roads - a hazard (bus route) South Norfolk

Increase
Speeding top of Rectory Lane/Long Lane on corner of Common - 
Mulbarton. This is dangerous! South Norfolk

Increase
Please sort out parking at the junction of Birchfield Lane and the Common 
- Mulbarton South Norfolk

Increase As long as it goes to policing. South Norfolk
No increase Too much money spent ay South Norfolk Council South Norfolk
Increase Don't mind paying if the Police are seen South Norfolk
Increase Traffic on Steepletower excess of 30mph South Norfolk
Increase As long as it goes towards policing purposes. South Norfolk

Increase

I think the police do a fantastic job and that a small increase in council tax 
would be a sensible thing to do to maintain or increase their capability to 
maintain order. South Norfolk

No increase
I think that the budget is fine especially as you can find funds for the 
police commissioner structure. I would cut this out North Norfolk

No increase
year after year above inflation increase with  no improvement of service 
time to cut the pensions South Norfolk



No increase

When the police retirement policy is changed to stop this ludicrous 
situation of them all retiring in their fifties,when in their prime,i would then 
be happy to vote for an increase in the rates South Norfolk

Increase
Press for concealed or average speed cameras to reduce speeding 
throughout the county and beyond. Broadland

No increase

I think the salary of the Police service needs to be tidied up to save money. 
From articles I've read the Police seem to receive enhancements to their 
salaries for all sorts of things when in fact many of the tasks should be in 
their jib descriptions and paid for in the usual way, flat rate.  Also sickness 
needs to be tackled.   This would then reduce the overtime bill.   This 
seems harsh as I know the Police do an essential role but NCC and other 
local councils have to make savage cuts and   I don't see why the Police 
Service shouldn't be made to achieve efficiency cuts.  Norfolk has one of 
the lowest crime rates in the UK. South Norfolk

No increase

Could the police generate additional income by ensuring that they are 
reimbursed the full cost for avoidable activities by those who caused the 
issue? i.e. False alarms, motoring accidents caused due to poor driving, 
dealing with people under the influence of drink or drugs, policing of 
sports activities. Great Yarmouth

Increase Need to keep some presence of PCSOs in local area (Norwich North). Norwich

No increase

no increase in precepts doesn't necessarily mean a reduction in front line 
officers. what about more effecient ways of working and greater 
collaboration at management levels? South Norfolk

Increase

I am shocked at the level of anti-social behaviour we are subjected to in a 
Norfolk village (Mulbarton). One would hope a greater police presence 
would reduce anti-social behaviour. South Norfolk

Increase

I will be willing to pay up to 50p a week providing a sufficient amount of 
this is spent  on the North Norfolk area, where we seldom see a police 
presence, especially regarding traffic control and speed control. North Norfolk

No increase
as much chance of no increase as 100mm of snow falling on Christmas 
day in Norwich Norwich

Increase 1 PCSO cannot cover so many villages/towns. South Norfolk
No increase It went up recently Great Yarmouth

Increase

The police service in Norfolk has been stripped back so far that staff are 
struggling to deal with the amounts of jobs coming in. How can the PCC 
strip back more when there is very little there already? Do Norfolk 
residents actually realise that some nights there are just 2-3 officers 
covering their policing region? I support a 2% increase being married to 
an officer. Everyone wants bobbies in the beat but when they are tied up 
in detention centres for hours on end it isn't very cost efficient. Police 
officers need to be given back their discretion for dealing with jobs if 
things are to change. The current situation is dire and current officers are 
stressed overworked and at breaking point. South Norfolk

Increase Just give them the money to do the job. Norwich
Increase Lets do it !!! South Norfolk

Increase
We miss our PCSO,Darren Sore, in Mulbarton since he has been given 
many more villages to look after.  South Norfolk

Increase It's a no brainer Broadland

No increase

I want a fully funded police force but feel that the government should be 
providig more funding as a "special case" to Norfolk due to the added 
burden on the police due to the disproportionately high levels of migrants 
in the area. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase It's an insignificant amount for better policing. South Norfolk



Increase

We seem to see less and less police presence in the Mulbarton area which, 
with the growing size of the "village" seems to be a dangerous thing. 
There will be more people, more children, more cars and with that the 
temptation for those who see this to commit crimes in the area for 
whatever reason. South Norfolk

Increase

I would happily pay extra for policing.  Police officers down amazing job 
and I have every respect for them.  You've to expect that people will be 
looking for demonstrable improvements .  Although its a small personal 
amount, the total increase should be used for specific purposes.  In my are 
our PCSO's area has been increased, and he physically can't get round to 
everything.  We have horrendous problems of parking (particularly school 
times) in the village which really does need an extra presence.  One day a 
child will be knocked over because of it. South Norfolk

No increase
We live in a low crime area and current levels of policing are more than 
adequate South Norfolk

No increase

The police need to do far more to cut back-office costs. They should do 
this by merging with other forces (Suffolk and Cambridge). They should 
also set up a central procurement system to cut the cost of buying kit. South Norfolk

Increase

Keep front line policing and why not have a general CID dept instead on 
lots of small departments and squads that have poor resilience to dealing 
with increased reports, officers on small depts become deskilled and 
managers try to pass jobs to other units as "That's a xxxx unit job" South Norfolk

No increase Any extra wont go to the front line anyway. South Norfolk

No increase

Why if Norfolk and Suffolk are collaborated are there two Chief constables 
and two management teams. Trim this first then it would be more 
acceptable to ask for more money. South Norfolk

No increase Never see them in our area anyway so a reduction would not be missed South Norfolk

Increase
As long as it does lead to more local visibility and engagement and does 
not just vanish into a big black hole..... South Norfolk

No increase

If Norfolk police is short of money why does it have a 10 strong 
management team in the IMU to manage less than 30 staff? And why has 
it been paying Detective Sergeants and Sergeants overtime on bank 
holidays to do non-essential crime closures? In addition it paid 
redundancy to a number of CDT staff only to hire one back straight away 
on a higher pay grade and to hire inexperienced staff to fill the rest of the 
posts, costing a fortune in learning time. Broadland

No increase
every year a large rise with no improvement to service maybe a cut should 
be on the cards Norwich

Increase I'll pay more to keep Norfolk Police staffed efficiently King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

Please consider community relations/community cohesion and the 
increase in hate crime and incidents as a priority in the post Brexit 
referendum environment Norwich



No increase

Before any increase is made the force needs to stamp out all inefficiencies 
and waste. For example the IMU currently has 2 DIs when it barely needs 
one.  In addition there are 3 sergeants none of which are necessary to the 
running of the IMU and could easily be replaced by cheaper, more 
qualified civilian staff. They have not been actively policing for so long 
they are unable to answer questions about the current process and are 
being allowed to spend years coasting into retirement at the expense of 
taxpayers and civilian colleagues who are losing their jobs.  The result of 
this laxness, alongside a refusal from senior management to make 
decisions (they have been saying for over a year that it would be sorted 
within 3 months), is an IMU that is not functioning anywhere near its 
maximum potential.  Only this year the force finally worked through the 
ccr removing officers who similarly had been able to fly under the radar, 
taking home a senior police officer's wage for doing an identical role to 
lower paid civilian colleagues.  There is no doubt that the majority of the 
force's police officers of all ranks are doing a brilliant job in under 
resourced and challenging circumstances, which makes it even worse that 
some are well and truly getting away with swinging the lead. South Norfolk

Increase

Happy to pay for the chief constable to go on a course to discover the 
difference between a complainant and a victim - the Henriques report 
shows he doesn't. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase
Would far rather the money spent on a police commissioner to be spent 
on front line policing Norwich

Increase
i would like police to be more visible in our neighborhood on the beat and 
not behind a desk or police car. Great Yarmouth

Increase
I would be keen to see this increased funding invested into response 
officers who are extremely under resourced. Breckland

No increase

Any increase should be the same for each household, irrespective of which 
band the property is in. My wife and i are pensioners living in a band E 
property, it is unfair that we should pay for the same service that our 
neighbours pay in a band C and D properties. North Norfolk

No increase

Because we now have no police coverage in this rural area, we should be 
entitled to a rebate or refund for the portion of tax allocated to the police 
and crime commissioner.  The Police and Crime Commissioner seems to 
be notable by his absence.  South Norfolk

Increase

The savings already made by Norfolk Police are considerable and you 
should be complemented upon this.  There are other options that you may 
consider:  Outsourcing training provision (other forces and the College of 
Policing have already taken this approach).  Volunteers - recruiting 
specialist volunteers from local business's, the UEA etc for computer /high 
tech investigation, fraud investigation etc. North Norfolk

No increase

Historically the Police in Norfolk and Nationally have wasted money, poor 
management of staff and resources leading to millions of pounds of 
wasted money. If the police was a private business it would have gone 
bust years ago. It is shameful that the CC and the PCC applaud the saving 
of 30 million pound as for years senior officers have wasted tax payers 
money. The tax payers in Norfolk should not pay for a service that lacks 
direction, I do not see a police officer in my village despite a rise in crime, 
mostly unreported due to the lack of faith in the service given.  South Norfolk

No increase

Please cut out the early stress (and similar)retirements.   There are all 
miraculously cured the instant their pension is in place. They are thieving 
cheats and costs a futune. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
If it meant a better level of coverage and presence on the streets of 
Norfolk I would be prepared to increase by 20% South Norfolk

Increase
More road and traffic police please + develop resources, interest and 
expertise in cybercrime, on-line fraud etc Norwich



Increase
The rise is trivial and in such a situation, it is perfectly just to ensure we 
have Police services. I'd pay more. South Norfolk

Increase
Given the workload expected this seems a ridiculously low figure to me. 
Would an increase of a £1 pcm really be that unaffordable? Broadland

No increase

People pay a significant amount in tax already eg income, ni, vat etc. 
Council tax along high utility bills and the continued six years of austerity 
already strains most people trying to make ends meet. This amount 
though small will add another burden on people which can I'll afford it 
and should not be implemented. Great Yarmouth

No increase

The focus should be the police upholding common law. Nothing Else. 
Constables should not be illegally involved with statute rules of the legal 
system. Broadland

No increase

I think we pay enough,the pcc role is never worth the money paid and that 
is the trouble with the Police,senior officers are paid too much.You have to 
remember its the working class who have to fund this and not the 
unemployed disfunctional people who get council tax paid and are the 
ones who drain the resources. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
We desperately need more frontline police on our streets, they are the first 
line of defence and without them crime will rise and so will fatalities. Norwich

Increase

The difficulty is I can afford the increase in tax but there will be many 
families that are unable to so the survey needs to be completed by a wide 
range of people. Broadland

Increase

Use more non police staff in back office functions across Norfolk and 
Suffolk such as Driver Training or consider it being delivered by other 
organisations. Broadland

Increase

The option above depends on your assurance that the maximum possible 
use of budget reserves is included in your calculations to bridge the 
budget gap.  Visible policing in neighbourhoods is a high priority for older 
and vulnerable people, to enable them to feel safe to go out and maintain 
their independence in everyday matters. These comments represent the 
views of Norwich Older People's Forum Working Group. Norwich

No increase
In the villages the service is poor anyway, my money would be better 
spent on food for my family King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase cut costs Norwich

Increase

Happy for the increase, but we should look at the criminal pays - thus 
increasing penalties and fines on those that are guilty of crime, to fund the 
extra policing required to maintain the law. Broadland



Increase

For the price of a beer or two at one of my local pubs here in Cromer, I am 
more than happy for the policing element of the precept to increase.    As 
a local Councillor and resident, I am in consistent contact with our local 
police and I find them to be extremely helpful and responsive in dealing 
with all issues that I may bring up with them.    However, I recognise that 
their capacity is extremely limited and any further investment will be 
welcomed by the community here that increases visibility and 
effectiveness.     Our PCSO's are fantastic at engaging with the local 
teenagers and young adults and have previously accompanied me to 
events at our skatepark where issues have been tackled appropriately.  
Speaking as someone that was a bit of an 'oik' as a teenager, I know how 
important this engagement is at dealing with this group.    I get a lot of 
good feedback from many of the retailers about the services 
communication with the businesses also.    I believe that extra capacity 
may also be needed to deal with crime that is related to mental health 
issues.    Speeding and other misuse of our rather Edwardian Road system 
here is an issue that residents constantly bring up with me. Additional 
capacity or visibility in this area is important. There are usually streams of 
positive feedback on social media when this work is observed by residents 
on our 'problem' roads that I believe may be going unseen by the local 
police.    Social media presence is also an important part of engagement 
with the community and the recent work to improve in this area is 
welcomed.    I am personally concerned at the constabularies ability to 
investigate more serious crimes such as Burglary.     Thank you North Norfolk

Increase I'd be willing to pay MORE to have more police visible in the community. South Norfolk

Increase
I agree as police service is suffering and the funding gap needs to be 
covered, but when do we get a break.... Will this go up every year? King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

I dont understand how The police can have a budget raise year on year, 
but the fire service and ambulance service cant.     The investments we put 
in are normally wasted on computer programmes that are not fit for 
purpose etc anyway. South Norfolk

No increase Breckland

Increase
Living in a rural area where rural crime occurs there are great initiatives eg 
operation randall and i would want these to continue North Norfolk

No increase
when was the last time you did not raise the tax!! i for one cannot 
remember Norwich

Increase
  I am aware that resources are stretched, but I rarely see a policeman or 
woman. South Norfolk

Increase

If it results in  increasing the visibility and engagement  of police within 
local communities, it would be well worth this slight increase in council 
tax. Norwich

Increase
We need our police men and women. It would be good to see more of 
them. Breckland

Increase If the increase equates to the above 'improvements' then so be it ! South Norfolk
No increase i did not get a rise so why should you!!!! Great Yarmouth

No increase

there should be no increase in financial demand on the public until the 
force gets its own financial house in order with the compensation culture, 
gold plated pension and early retirement packages to name but a few of 
the "perks of the job" todays police enjoy which have long been removed 
from the "real world" private sector.       South Norfolk

Increase

Any rise in taxation must be accompanied by the PCC taking the lead in 
pressing for mergers with neighbouring forces to create an East Anglian 
constabulary Breckland

No increase

All public services need to contain their budgets, as individuals have to do 
in this period. An on-line only survey skews the result and is 
discriminatory. Wasn't an alternative promised? Breckland



No increase

  I PAY  COUNCIL  TAX  Ref.  No  00119009100002  I vote against any 
increase in my Councll  Tax,  on all elements.  This  survey  should be 
addressed to  those  who  pay  Council tax only King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase Why should we pay more for less? North Norfolk
No increase get rid of the pcc Norwich

Increase

If it were an option I would increase the policing element of the council 
tax by more. Whilst I appreciate the job done by our police, they are still 
not visible enough in the community. I see people flouting the law 
everyday (driving using mobile phones - ignoring restricted access signs 
etc.). King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase
You have far too many non police officers cut the wage bill by getting rid 
of administrative staff South Norfolk

Increase

Let's see some more police, the less law abiding people know there are no 
police about and do just what they want with no fear of being challenged. 
If that is modern policing then it sucks! King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase Thanks to the police for all they do for us Norwich

Increase
Neighbourhood policing needs to be protected and I happily support this 
small increase. The thought of 'reactive' policing is a huge step backwards. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
Can we have police officers attend incidents in preference to PCSO's as we 
never see a PC. Breckland

Increase

Whilst I find it unacceptable that we have a government that is failing to 
deliver yet another statutory provision I accept it's a small price to pay for 
public safety. I do however feel that the additional resource should be 
used to tackle neighbourhood level crime via community policing with 
officers working on issues set by residents rather than being soaked up in 
existing policing resource. Great Yarmouth

No increase

Its a disgrace to have to pay any more council tax.    I have just read that 
our tourist centre will be re-allocated and run by volunteer saving each 
household £26.on our council tax bill (Great news)   BUT We are NOT 
given a refund so I would like the additional money spent on our essential 
services like policing/ambulance services etc.  We all have to manage our 
finances and I am appalled that we are being told our services need to be 
cut when clearly money is being mis-spent        South Norfolk

Increase

In principle I agree with increasing the Police budget. However, my 
calculator shows £0.08 x 52 as £4.16. And how do you state 'per 
household' with no knowledge of how many council tax-payers live 
therein? Do you, n fact, mean per person? Broadland

No increase not again Great Yarmouth

No increase

We had two police officer turn up in our door due to a 17 year old saying 
that our sin was harassing her when they both text each other all the time 
and what a huge waste of money , teenage conversation they were back 
together the next day waste of time and resource have spoke to numerous 
sensible police officers since and they would not have issued a harassment 
order teach police common sense, to come home to this in a Friday night 
after a hard week at work we area respectable hard working family to have 
a police car outside our house caused us distress and our elderly 
neighbours . Resource your focus and money where it needs to be please King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase We would be willing to pay more if it protected Norfolk Police South Norfolk

No increase

Sort out the NCC budgets reduce the money spent on so called traffic 
calming, flashing speed signs spent it on more police officers who would 
be able to deal with some of the appalling driving etc  If you set up a 
department for accident reduction and only worry about speed you are on 
a loser.  I have heard of colleges getting fined for being just over the limit 
whereas the tailgating driver gets away with it.  Spend the accident 
reduction budget on more police and see some real results! North Norfolk



Increase I would be happy to see an increase of 3 or 4 %. Norwich

No increase

Believe you should do more to share resources with neighbouring forces 
to produce efficiencies by economies of scale.  Perhaps it is time for a 
united police for the eastern region rather than a county based one. Broadland

Increase
As long as it meant more police out in the community not in offices doing 
paperwork. Great Yarmouth

Increase
We need to see more police around especially on the roads catching poor 
driving and also speeding white van man Breckland

Increase

As a Conservative, perhaps Lorne might lobby for a change in legislation 
to allow the option of an above 2% increase to the precept without the 
need for a local referendum? It seems the cost to public services of having 
to do this would significantly reduce the increased revenue... Broadland

Increase

What is happening to the "old police station" in King's Lynn, a substantial 
1930's building that looks derelict from the road.   An under used asset 
that requires re-assignment. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
We want our PCSO's back we never see them here anymore. What 
happened to neighbourhood policing South Norfolk

No increase

By closing stations your forcing the costs onto officers travel at a time 
when they can least afford further wage cuts. Rather than making the lives 
of officers harder you should be vocal about the continuing destructive 
cuts of the Tory party. Broadland

Increase
We need adequate policing and this is a small amount to pay. Safety and 
security is the issue. South Norfolk

No increase
Maybe you need to think about the amount of civilians you employ and 
focus on warranted officers. Breckland

No increase already too high King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

I would expect to see results and a greater police presence though for this. 
Daily on my commute I see drivers speeding, driving erratically, tail gating, 
using the mobile phone and so on, but how many police cars do I see - 
zero, nil, zilch.  I guess that time they are eating their breakfast!! Get them 
on the road in unmarked cars and catch the culprits! Broadland

Increase

I would like to see a more visible approach to roads policing in addition to 
unmarked vehicles.  Although officers in unmarked vehicles must catch 
blatant  offenders, marked vehicles have a far wider deterrent affect. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase Which planet are you living on???  We're skint Great Yarmouth

Increase
Businesses that create heavy demands on police activity, e.g night clubs, 
concert events, sports events, should contribute to the costs. Norwich

Increase

Please can more budget be allocated to resolving the relentless crime 
issues in respect of prostitution and drugs in the Rosary Road area of 
Norwich. Residents have lived with those for too long, I personally have a 
young daughter and the police should be investing in tackling this. Norwich

No increase Do  not even see the PCSOs out on the streets in Broadland Broadland

Increase
Thanks to the government we, & the police are in this predicament. 
Another 10 years & god help us. King's Lynn and West Norfolk



Increase

This is a ludicrous question really. The police do an incredible job with 
miniscule resources and as a former police officer myself I doubt that any 
sane, law abiding citizen would object to even paying ten times that 
amount for policing to stay at current levels - or even increase. Policing is 
one of the few things people really don't mind paying taxes for. I'd happily 
pay THIRTY times more than an extra 8p per week to fund policing in 
Norfolk, providing it's used correctly for policing and crime investigation 
and not the latest fashionable cause - actual street level crime such as 
public order, burglary, theft, drug use, doorstep fraud, car crime, violence 
and shoplifting etc that affects every one of us. Breckland

No increase Cannot afford the increase. North Norfolk

No increase

I am appalled to see you want yet another increase. You had one last year 
as well whereas everything else is frozen in our council tax... You still have 
reputation of couldn't care less on burglary and theft do what do we 
actually get for our money - extremely poor service in many people's 
opinion at all levels of society... South Norfolk

Increase
But the police needs to show it is cutting back on others area of 
expenditure North Norfolk

Increase
Would like more funding to deal with the problems in the Rosary Rd area 
where we live. Norwich

No increase what neighbourhood policing the response is beyond hopeless King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

Wage growth is stati, particularly in the private sector, and it's not ok to 
keep expecting people to continue to increase public sector contributions. 
There has been little transparency in the efficiency savings or other cost 
mitigation measures being taken by the public sector or the police 
authority in particular so a request to increase intake simply looks like an 
inability or unwillingness to budget. South Norfolk

Increase
I highly value the contribution of our police, especially the neighbourhood 
variety! King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase I would be happy to pay more because of the government cuts. Norwich

Increase

more visible police out and about in the community would always be 
welcome especially in rural Norfolk. I have used to 101 phone service a 
number of times and depending on when you call you may or may not get 
a response despite feeling the need to call the non emergency 999 
number its frustrating if you wish to report a crime or situation and cant 
get connected. I have just taken some time looking to see how easy it 
would be to report an incident and obtain a crime number from the web 
site and have not been able to do so, if its there its well hidden from the 
average middle aged male internet user! Broadland

Increase

Please make sure that Downham Market has an increased quota of PCs 
and PCSOs as this covers a huge area combined with an almost three-fold 
increase of residents, many being problem families from King's Lynn and 
other areas.  Also to make sure that the funding from other Authorities 
follows these problem families/individuals King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
Thank you for the opportunity to have a say.  I would gladly pay more 
than 2% more if it maintains current service levels. South Norfolk

No increase Make some savings like every one else has to. South Norfolk

No increase

      Politics is about choice like bombing Syria or giving a bit more 
towards policing our communities or to spending billions on Trident or 
doing up the Palace of Westminster which costs seven billion which we 
seem to be able to afford instead of helping the people to live a little 
more comfortably without feeling vulnerable or afraid in their own homes, 
we can find the money to do up Buckingham Palace but not give our 
pensioners a pay rise, are we going to do up Downing Street any time 
soon, so stop dipping into my pot that is empty, go get more from the 
politicians that had a substantial pay rise this year, best attended 
parliamentary vote in years.         Breckland



Increase

Norfolk Police do a fantastic job with limited resources.  I'd gladly pay 8p 
more a week, I think it's disgusting how little of my Council Tax goes 
where it is really needed!!! Norwich

Increase
We can not expect to receive the services that we are not prepared to pay 
for. North Norfolk

No increase

WE already pay a high council tax. WE get nothing from Norwich in this 
area Emneth. Everything goes to Norwich.Kings Lynn does well with their 
money. More accountable than Norwich King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

This is not a judgement on the desirability or otherwise of the proposals 
an increase would bring.  More the harsh reality that I do not expect my 
income to rise by anything like 2% but our living costs are forecast to 
increase by more, especially food.  So I must seek to minimise cost 
increases to avoid a drop in our living standard.    I wish I could be more 
positive, but not this year. Breckland

No increase
Don't see any police now can't see with the increase we would be any 
better off. Great Yarmouth

No increase Option 2 states "should" - I need a guarantee. North Norfolk

No increase
The police have lost their way, to much time on club land, football & 
traffic. Make clubs etc. pay for this work & get back to crime on the beat. Broadland

Increase

Local visibility of police officers and their particular knowledge of our 
neighbourhood is an an essential part of policing urban areas, paricularly 
those areas remote from Towns. Great Yarmouth

No increase
Increases in the past have not achieved the promises made, so I don't 
believe this will any different. South Norfolk

Increase

An increase in Council tax is essential for policing (its a shame the increase 
can't be more).  I rarely need them but when I have they either haven't 
attended or have taken almost an hour to arrive which is unacceptable.  I 
support the police wholeheartedly and know it's not their fault that 
Government funding is limited and therefore resources are too. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
Get the Bobby back on the beat and let us get to know them 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! South Norfolk

No increase
We all need/want more. On a tight budget how do I fund a washing 
machine breakdown.Ask my neighbours to pay? Broadland

No increase

every time you ring in you are always put on hold  always the police 
station in Lynn might as well not be there as its only part time so you want 
more money for less service ? no way North Norfolk

No increase

I live in Drayton Road, Norwich where my residence is in an elevated 
position above street level and where I can see most things that go on. 
Can you please explain when you are going to do something about the 
following:  1. Very few road vehicles and motorcycles keep to the 30mph 
speed limit.  2. Defective lights on vehicles.  3. Defective and noisy 
exhausts.   4. Motorists using mobile phones at the wheel.  5. Cyclists 
riding on the footpath.  6. Cyclists riding without lights both on the road 
and on the footpath.  We also had a police station at the heart of the 
community in Woodcock Road. Some idiot took the decision to close it 
and move it onto the Airport Industrial Estate a couple of miles away.  As 
you can realise with the amount of grievances listed above I feel it is 
totally inappropriate to increase the police share of Council Tax. Norwich

No increase still no police on foot patrol or indeed none  visible King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

I do neighbourhood watch and would not support an increase in council 
tax, the government needs to support the service, it has come to a 
situation where you rarely see a police person and if you visit a police 
station it has never been manned when I have needed it, as for the time I 
have called police (twice) they have been absolutely useless, very 
disappointed to see and witness such bad service!!!!! South Norfolk



Increase Also answer 101 calls faster in order to act on issue South Norfolk

No increase
Live within your means. Every year you demand an increase. Never see any 
neighbourhood police anyway. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
happy to pay more for a better service and to support the employment of 
officers Broadland

Increase
This is the price of a pint and a half of beer, or less than a portion of fish 
and chips, over a year, that makes it very good value to me King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
If the increase in funding goes ahead, you must continually seek to get 
better value for money from the resources allocated. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase Policing is well worth paying for South Norfolk

Increase

Our PCSO S provide excellent service but need more boots on ground. 
Scrap PCC political post and divert that funding to front facing, we are 
talking not just  but exes, staff support etc, we pay for the Chief Constable 
to run Norfolk Police, we are not stateside we don't need civilian. South Norfolk

No increase You always want more each year enough is enough Broadland

No increase

Central Government are imposing tighter budgets for all yet insist that 
overseas aid remains untouched we are still giving the EU millions that 
should have been stopped on the 23rd of June 2016. We must deliver 
what the people are asking for at home before we squander more funds 
on the fat cats in Brussels, India has its own space programme yet we send 
them money that is needed for our own people, we have frozen pensions 
yet MPs have taken an above inflation pay increase. We have vulnerable 
children in care that need help, ex-servicemen and women sleeping on the 
streets, Yet we still accept economic migrants and house them before our 
own needy people.   So called child refuges, adulthood starts at eighteen 
the age you can vote, if you are old enough to select who runs the 
country, you are not a child. So called refuges with designer watches 
phones cloths, sorry these people are not needy, they are economic 
migrants, what can they offer our society? Very little we have enough 
workers of that ilk; we need people with skills that should be selected from 
migrant application via our embassies. While our government squanders 
our taxes they will reap what they sow.               Breckland

Increase
The police do a very hard and dangerous job and need all the help they 
can get North Norfolk

Increase
I would like to see police on the streets AND Road Traffic Police. Where 
have they gone? South Norfolk

No increase

NO. NO. NO to any increase, we pay enough already. You should 
investigate for further efficiencies to be implemented.  i.e. Fewer senior 
officers and more police constables in the force. Broadland

No increase Why? North Norfolk
No increase none Norwich
No increase Why close Stalham police station...?...pathetic North Norfolk

Increase

Quite content to pay double.  A police officers lot is not happy one but I 
see them as an essential service and every endeavour should be made to 
assist in the performance of their duties.  This applies to everyone from 
Simon Bailey downwards and back up again.  Breckland

Increase

I would find it acceptable for an 2% increase in the Policing Budget but I 
would prefer that the increase should be invested in community Policing 
and would be very disappointed to see that the funds would be wasted on 
policing areas such as Prince Of Wales Road as an example. I believe that 
Businesses who make Profits from members of our society who cause anti 
social behaviour should actually fund the necessary policing from that 
profit. It is totally unacceptable that various areas of Norfolk are left with 
minimum Policing to enable the Street to be policed. Broadland



Increase
But the money to be used for policing not pensions!!!!!  We are al suffering 
cuts, that's life South Norfolk

Increase For one year only. Future years dependent upon results North Norfolk

Increase
More focus on wildlife crime - there is much talk of rural crime but wildlife 
crime never sees to be included in that. South Norfolk

No increase

I have lived here for 12 years and have never seen a police officer or 
vehicle in my road during that time, so it will not make any difference to 
me South Norfolk

Increase
A 2℅ increase is easier on the pocket now. Than leaving it for a year or so 
and then have to go. For a unreasonable 5or6℅ Breckland

Increase

at a meeting in Breckland Council Office earlier this year  the PCC stated 
he would be looking at reducing the number of PCSO posts . what 
happened to that idea ?  They are the biggest waste of public money ever   Breckland

No increase live within your means as we have to a rise for you is a cut for us!! Broadland

Increase

What is wrong with the South of Norfolk. WYMONDHAM, 
ATTLEBOROUGH, THETFORD, seem to be ignored. is there a language 
problem or are we not important enough to be visited. Yet you still require 
our contributions. Breckland

Increase

I think it's important that we keep the residents safe. I would like the drug 
problems and prostitution in the Rosary road area better managed and 
the traffic on Rosary road calmed down as cars fly along and even the 
pedestrian crossing is dangerous to cross on. I would like to think those in 
prostitution or on drugs are helped rather than just moving them 
elsewhere. Norwich

Increase I think it's important that we keep the residents safe. Norwich

Increase
We would like more fund to be allocated to sorting out the red light area 
on Rosary Rd and surrounding areas. " Norwich

Increase I would prefer to pay more than 8p and see more police officers employed Breckland

No increase

the police do not need any more money we have enough police & the 
police we Have should Do More they Have enough Cars to sit & ride 
about in ? But I think that they Could do with more motor Bikes to Catch 
Speeding Motorist  as this a real problem on the Roads King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase
As there is no Police these days then there is no point in raising the 
precept. Breckland

Increase We need an increase in police presence not falling numbers of officers. North Norfolk

Increase

The brutal attack of young teenagers  in the under pass at chapel field on 
Friday  11th no ember was a cruel reminder of how under policed our 
neighbourhoods afe. Norwich

Increase

I'm scared that if this increase doesn't go through, that we will not be 
adequately covered. But I'm on fixed income with no increase. You get 
more money but I will not. Norwich

Increase
Any increase to be spent on law enforcement -not on thinly disguised 
social services. South Norfolk

Increase

I would be prepared to pay much more as long as the police are out on 
the roads and streets.  A good presence in North Norfolk would be good 
as well.  I've seen some terrible driving over the last year or so, speeding 
through our villages and overtaking in dangerous areas.  Also Motor bikes 
overtaking and driving at speed.  So yes I would be happy to pay what you 
are suggesting and more if needed. North Norfolk

Increase
We would like more funding to be provided to deal with the red light area 
on Rosary Rd and surrounding areas. Norwich

Increase The Government have squeezed our emergency services too much Broadland



Increase

I personally would be willing to pay an additional 5% property tax if it 
meant I saw a police officer occasionally on the lane where I live. Having 
retired here three years ago I have yet to see sign of a police officer 
driving along our road, albeit quite small it does lead from Bradenham to 
the Watton main road and we are around 18 fairly isolated residential 
properties. Breckland

Increase Do whatever is needed to get more police officers out on the street North Norfolk

Increase

I would willingly pay the extra, as long as it goes into police on the beat 
and a much more visible police force. Also if things that are classed as 
minor offences are followed up and people prosecuted where necessary. I 
hate the drop in standards and in my opinion once things begin to slide, it 
is a slippery slope. The law is the law and it should be upheld whatever the 
offence. No excuses by the police or from the offender. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase
Stop building new Police stations until you have the money to do so 
without making cutbacks on staff, both frontline and backroom. Great Yarmouth

No increase

Dear Mr Green. Firstly may I say how nice it is to be consulted on these 
matters. I have chosen no increase in the Council Tax Precept for the 
Police Budget. However I fully expect the increase to be implemented. My 
objection to the increase is that with the amount of taxes we are already 
paying I would have thought that our Government should be funding 
Norfolk Police properly. It seems to me that all the ordinary persons 
services are being cut to dangerous levels while we are still considering 
projects like HS2, MP,s are having massive pay rises and now we have to 
pay for the repairs to Buckingham Palace, a place where your average Joe 
is never going to gain access to unless he pays another fee!!!. I am aware 
that you are a supporter of the current government however I voted for 
you as Commisioner not because of your politics but because I thought 
you were the best man for the job, and still do. So I do expect the rise to 
be implemented and let's be honest the amount isn't going to hurt 
anyone. I just wanted to let you know how I and many other Norfolk 
residents feel. Best wishes for the future. Harry. North Norfolk

No increase Breckland
No increase Norwich

Increase

Every service is stretched, without this increase some services will suffer or 
disappear. A small increase offers some hope of a maintaining and 
improving policing. Breckland

No increase

My village pays more than any other villages I know in my catchment area 
for council tax, and Norfolk already pays more towards police than other 
neighboring counties. Too many cuts have already been made, more 
money is not the answer, adjusting resources and reducing bureaucracy is. 
Far too much time is spent by highly ranking paid officers wasting time 
doing non police work. Broadland

No increase

As PCC you were elected on not raising council tax. There are savings that 
can be made and increase frontline policing, but that means putting a bit 
of pressure on the bosses. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
This should be transparently shown as being invested into frontline 
policing and not corporate projects Broadland

Increase A small price to pay really, safety being so important nowadays King's Lynn and West Norfolk



Increase

I would be happy to pay more to be honest. 10 years ago I was extremely 
impressed with the policing here in west norfolk. Unfortunately now the 
ghost and lack of police and community presence frightens me. We are 
living in very dangerous times and if terrorist get wind of lack of police in 
areas like ours I fear for the public safety and the officers on the front line. 
Community safety officers are a very valuable asset and I personally know 
their presence and visibility help reduce crime or shall I say do reduce 
crime. I wish the high ranking officers would protest against the  
government at any most cost cutting as it will have serious consequences 
for this country. Look at how many police France has and how the police 
have had the resources their to deal with ongoing terror related acts. 
Investment in our policin is essential!!! King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

It's all well and good rising the council tax.but the money must be 
invested in the right area's..namely online crime and rural crime i also 
think more traffic police would be beneficial to!!.to clamp down on some 
of poor driving standards i see on daily basis..there's no point putting 
bobbies on the beat just for the sake of it!.well that's my opinion South Norfolk

Increase

Hopefully there will be a 2% increase and if so, please can you ensure that 
you communicate what the 2% increase has successfully bought - maybe 
around this time next year. A kind of you said - we did approach. Breckland

No increase
make the uea students pay the extra as at present they pay nothing yet 
cause much of the trouble in prince of wales road Norwich

Increase

didn't the chancellor at the 2015 autumn spending review state he would 
not cut the police budget further in the UK but for this to happen every 
PCC would need to raise the precept in subsequent years (every year of 
this budget settlement) by the 2% amount each time. I am not sure how 
you cannot raise it otherwise our police will be in a very difficult position 
on the back of six years of funding cuts since CSR1! Do the right thing PCC 
lets keep long term investment in our police so we can keep Norfolk safe 
for longer. Broadland

Increase Extra funding only if it put more police on streets in our Towns. South Norfolk

No increase

On the surface fine, however having worked for NC for 38 years I know 
this would seat 2 more expensive officers in OCC rather than walking the 
streets! Broadland

No increase
In my opinion current  funds are not spent efficiently and wasted in certain 
areas of the police service. Broadland

Increase
No, I am happy with the service provided even though it has been 
restricted by the budget it receives. Norwich

Increase

Disappointing that only the two options offered. What about not 
increasing the council tax precept and NOT decreasing police numbers 
but doing something more in line with private industry / businesses / 
services. For example: police officers retirement age extending, police 
pension scheme changing to a defined contribution, etc. I appreciate the 
police do a hard job but so do I, the difference is I live in the real world 
where what I used to consider the norm has had to change to reflect those 
different market conditions. You should stop providing gold plated 
employment conditions perhaps then you'd be more effective in 
distributing the monies you were given. South Norfolk

No increase
Police forces should join together to save resources, Scotland only has one 
force covering he whole country. South Norfolk

Increase
Making sure the promises are upheld that if there is an increase, there are 
positive changes made! Great Yarmouth

Increase It has to be done to ensure Policing remains effective. King's Lynn and West Norfolk



Increase

Reading the stated consequences of not increasing the budget it seems 
we don't have a choice. I would like the police to lobby parliament for the 
introduction of stiffer penalties for many offences which would actually 
serve as a real deterrent  and thereby cut crime and consequently the 
workload of our already over-stretched police force. In the absence of this 
initiative it is difficult to see how the lawlessness within this country is ever 
going to be seriously checked.  South Norfolk

Increase We need more policemen out and about on foot, not just in cars. Broadland

Increase

The cuts to policing have gone far too far, already the service is grossly 
under funded and officers are over-worked/stretched. The workload and 
conditions faced by officers are not conducive to retaining quality, 
experienced officers. I am more than confident that a 2% increase will not 
be anything like enough to fully address the needs of the public and the 
police service and it's members. South Norfolk

Increase But it is important that the money goes into the front line. Broadland

No increase

Organisations - in the public, private & charity sectors - don't look at 
efficiency savings seriously until they are faced with 40 - 50% cuts.  
Increasing their funding only makes them complacent. Broadland

Increase

Work in relation to safeguarding (including older people and adults with 
disabilities) needs to be properly resourced - but was not really 
mentioned, unless it is covered/assumed under the blanket 'vulnerable' 
people heading Norwich

Increase Rural crime should become a priority King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

I don't see any other option than a council tax increase to cover rapidly 
decreasing budgets.   More money is needed to recruit officers. The 
number of officers i feel is dangerously low. As the partner of a Policeman 
its apparent that he force is under huge strain. I am aware of the current 
recruitment drive in Norfolk Constabulary however this will only cover 
natural wastage that has already been lost therefore not an actual 
increase. Some nights the police cells are overflowing, police are on public 
order without handcuffs as they're stuck on people at the police 
investigation centres! Some nights due to low numbers (staff loss, sick 
leave, annual leave etc) there's only been 2 or 3 people covering response 
in an urban town area! Often they're stuck at hospitals due to staff 
shortages there, there is no one from the mental health profession that 
can or is willing to take over. Annual Leave is increasingly hard to book, 
slow to get approved and often denied. Too much emphasis is put on 
neighbourhood / domestic problems- running people lives for them, same 
people, same problem, same process, same waste of time - although i 
appreciate to find a solution to this is very difficult....). Mental health care 
for Police following a difficult / upsetting incident (sudden deaths, RTC 
etc's) isn't compulsory - often people are too afraid to admit they're 
struggling following one of the above. I've heard second hand some of the 
things my partner and colleagues see and they're unimaginable. They're 
expected to just go home, go to bed and get up for a shift the same day - 
or even respond to another call straight after! A mental health / 
councelling session should be compulsory - and if it is compulsory, i've 
never known it to happen or be enforced. The money being spent on body 
cameras is not where it can be best placed, it won't work properly - i feel it 
will increase complaints (unjust ones) against police because the public 
know that this 'video footage' is accessible, it won't work properly and will 
lead to a huge cost in storing and accessing information, yes, i'm sure King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
I would not want any increase going on speed guns to catch speeding 
motorists. Broadland

No increase

The police force needs to learn to live within its means - as millions of 
people across the country already do. Have you considered fewer back 
room staff and less paper-shuffling? Norwich



No increase
sadly due to council tax being increased by George Nobbs I would feel 
resentful if forced to pay even more AGAIN Norwich

No increase

PCSOs on the beat are ineffective and do not make anyone feel safer. Get 
rid of them. We only want to see a police presence when there are 
problems. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
Are officers still in custody far too long after making arrests?Too much 
paperwork,stats etc. foot patrols still essential. Broadland

No increase
You will have to cut the non policing projects OR get non public funding 
for them  Concentrate on primary policing Broadland

Increase
need to have more visibility policing in our community. Please keep Safer 
Neighbourhood Teams Broadland

Increase As long as the service remains a good one. Norwich

Increase
Of course we must be properly secured by these good people.  They do a 
great job. Broadland

Increase
but i want to see evidence of police on the streets we seem yo be policing 
ourselves at the moment. Norwich

Increase

There is a huge difference between policing in towns (although my 
experience has been that Norwich doesn’t come close to some other 
towns in the UK in the scale of its urban challenges) and policing in our 
rural communities. Both are equally important, no matter how different, 
and resources should be allocated to both. Residents in rural communities 
are asked to contribute and expect, and deserve, proper policing: they do 
not want a precept rise just to subsidise urban policing.    Another 
supposed issue is cybercrime: this is a borderless national, even 
international, issue that, dealt with locally, will lead to duplication of effort. 
You should be pressing for a national, separately funded, allocation of 
specialist resources instead of devoting scarce local resources at the 
expense of local communities.    Larger bodies, including the police, are 
making savings by passing costs down the line, ultimately to parish 
councils, whose meagre budgets are to cover a bit of grass cutting, not, to 
cite an actually suggested example, sponsor PCSOs. Please introduce 
some perspective into your use of the increased precept, which, this time, I 
am happy to support. South Norfolk

Increase The council should increase council tax to provide better public services. South Norfolk

Increase

Double it give the officers a well earned and overdue pay rise and there 
pension back   Take the money from the people causing the trouble 
instead King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

It is a shame we have no visible policing even during the summer months 
when our population increases dramatically.   I would pay more, although 
I don't think we should, as like all services the Police force is seriously 
underfunded resulting in serious crimes not being investigated thoroughly 
due to lack of resourcing. North Norfolk

Increase

Other services also need to be increased. Policing cannot exist in a 
vacuum.e.g poverty, education, exclusion impact on crime. What will you 
do to ensure that there is a joined up proactive service? South Norfolk

No increase

Please merge Norfolk and Suffolk control rooms.  Will save almost your 
current annual budgetary deficit of 2M.  (c.1.85M saving).  Allowing closer 
working with Suffolk and greater team work with our neighbours. Seems a 
pragmatic approach to enable a more efficient organisation and place it in 
a stronger position to cope with future pressures. Breckland

No increase

Would prefer to see investment in proper policemen, not neighbourhood 
officers, who cost just as much.  What about working with neighbours to 
save costs?  Or streamlining uniforms and procurement.   Raising Council 
Tax should be the last option when all the other things have been done South Norfolk



No increase

After being victim to assaults, 2 motorbikes and a car stolen, numerous 
vandalism's, police brutality, numerous other unsolved crimes and 
injustices = If we felt the police provided a service we wouldn't object to 
paying for them.  Broadland

Increase

The police should be for protecting people & property.  Need more police 
presence on rural roads to catch drivers on mobile phones & to prevent 
dangerous driving.  If a crime is reported, however trivial it may seem to 
the police, it needs to be investigated.  It is not a trivial thing to the person 
who reports it.  We need more than a crime number.  Bring back local 
patrols so we feel there is a presence we can turn to quickly if we need 
them. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

I find it hard to pay the bills already ,with the council tax being the biggest 
expense. It might not see much of a increase but for families like mine its 
extra money to find. North Norfolk

No increase get rid of the pcc Norwich

Increase

The Government should properly fund the police, and not shift the burden 
onto the council tax. Tax is tax, but cutting higher rates of income tax, 
corporation tax and not enforcing business to pay a fair level of tax means 
they're asking the less well-off to pay more. In cutting taxes for the rich, 
the proportionate cost is higher on the poor now than on those who can 
most afford to contribute, and as a Conservative police and crime 
commissioner, I hope our PCC will lobby our MPs and Government to 
ensure our public services have the resourcing they need to function 
efficiently, which they currently cannot. Great Yarmouth

Increase
Any increase in funding is dependent upon performance against 
measured criteria North Norfolk

No increase

I simply do not believe that an increase in funding would result in a better 
service, it would not open police stations again, and we would not see any 
more community officers. The police service has greatly diminished its 
own reputation in recent years and needs to do a lot of work to make 
amends, too many senior officers that I see interviewed on TV seem 
complacent and self-satisfied. If more funding is needed, cut out police 
and crime commissioners, reduce the top brass and reduce the pay of 
those who are left. Like the NHS it is a top-heavy service that needs 
thorough reorganisation and better efficiency. Great Yarmouth

No increase

If we were to get rid of the Police Commissioner and his/her staff, that 
would help towards providing more PROPER Police Officers, not plastic 
police officers (PCSO"s) and may persuade more people to consider a rise 
in the Police budget for Norfolk. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

There seem too many ranks in the police, why not reduce them and save 
money...only rank with Chief in title should be chief constable and dep 
chief constable Broadland

No increase

we also had an increase last year and there has been no mention of the 
size of the reserves that Norfolk has which were very substantial in the 
recent past - has this now been reduced? because if not then it should be 
as increases are also needed for Adult Social Care and this is more urgent. Norwich



No increase

Increasing council tax is the easiest and laziest way of solving problems. 
Not much point in objecting because the City Council will increase the tax 
anyway. They are putting cycle tracks and 20mph speed limits all over 
Norwich. Why not put speed cameras up, no-one will stick to 20mph 
unless you do. Cameras are lucrative source of revenue for police. I drive 
and I have paid my speeding fines in the past. Your proposed 8p per week 
is not much, and you say yourself it is not enough to solve the problems. 
Get the alcohol industry to pay you. I note there is a stall in Loose's selling 
refurbished furniture done by prison inmates, that's the ticket! More of 
that please. Also stop begging on the streets, they all have 
accommodation, now they are taking to hiding their faces. They know how 
to get money for no work. Norwich

Increase
Until our government come to their senses about cutting budgets ad 
infinitum this is the option. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase
Demand that the government stops public spending cuts- there should be 
substantial increases in tax for the better-off to help fund services. South Norfolk

No increase

These are totally bogus options designed to elicit the response you want. 
i.e. increase the precept, and represent the results of this survey to support 
that action. The only legitimate way to consult on budgets is to show what 
everything is spent on and ask what should be increased/decreased. 
Residents can then judge depending on their own and their communities 
needs. North Norfolk

Increase If we want to maintain a good level of policing, we have to pay for it. Broadland

No increase

I Live in Wells next the Sea and we have a newly built police station that 
cost a fortune. Which is NEVER manned!!!!! Stop wasting money then you 
might get somewhere and not loose officers. We have an abundance of 
issues in our town with relation to illegal parking, breaches of the peace 
etc and the police don't care!! Wells needs a police officer. But we are not 
willing to pay more because its not going to happen!!.... it has already 
been promissed months ago to town council that we would have a crack 
down on illegal parking by having a police officer present in the town!!--- 
if i walked into town now there would be at least 10 parking offences and 
thats only 3 roads!! Useless! North Norfolk

Increase
PLEASE, PLEASE do something about the disgraceful parking around our 
school at 3.15! An accident waiting to happen on this bendy road. Breckland

Increase

The amount of vandalism and petty crimes has risen dramatically in 
Wymondham since the increase of housing estates.  We need more 
patrols in this town South Norfolk

Increase
This would just be undoing the ridiculous Tory spending cuts, which have 
decimated public services with alarming results for communities Norwich

Increase
I think the Police do a great job, but we must keep up with our changing 
cultural circumstances, and if this will cost us a little bit more, so be it. North Norfolk

Increase
We think it is very important to be policed correctly and would not mind 
paying a bit extra. Breckland

Increase
You hardly ever see a policeman these days. It would be reassuring to see 
an officer walking the beat in the city centre at least. Norwich

Increase

We need to see measurable improvements. My wife and I are retired and 
do a lot of walking in our local area (40-50 miles a week) and in the 10 
years we have been living in this area have only ONCE seen a Police 
Officer WALKING the local area. Broadland

Increase

The proposed increase is very little to most households compared to the 
potential impact described on our police service by the Chief Constable. 
It's clear that even in sleepy Norfolk there are risks to address. Broadland



No increase

There are many ways in which the police force can save money, i.e., 
smaller badges on vehicles, no advetising such as stating "Protecting the 
local community" etc., and less markings.   Far to much public money is 
also wasted in running numerous vehicles between Wymondham and 
other areas.    If it's true that the Norfolk Constabulary wasted money on 
having a police car painted in rainbow colours, then this is not onlt a 
complete waste of money money, but an insult to straight people.        .    Great Yarmouth

Increase

This is such a small price to pay for greatly increased benefits to the whole 
community-the only people objecting are probably those on the poverty 
level or CRIMINALS !!! Great Yarmouth

No increase
I am not sure if the extra funding would improve policing, I think a 
complete rethink of local policing is needed. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase
Lorne Green has  'talked the talk' and has done 'sweet Fanny Adams' so 
far. Broadland

Increase Happy to have a higher increase to pay for policing in the county North Norfolk

Increase

While I am more than happy to pay this extra for police services I think 
there are others who will struggle with any increases. Also if this goes 
ahead will social services also be asking for their share so we can improve 
care for elderly and vulnerable people? Norwich

No increase

Important as policing is social services should take a MUCH higher priority 
and any increase in Council tax should be specifically targeted at Social 
Services. Broadland

No increase

Too much money going on early retirements,any extra money will only go 
towards this,every year we are having to pay this extra increase, a budget 
is a budget ,work to it Broadland

Increase
More visible policing for present day crime prevention and less emphasis 
on internet issues and historic incidents. Norwich

Increase

So this is what Canadian Tory Lorne Greene has brought us? Come back 
Stephen Bett, at least he had a good understanding of Norfolk policing 
with many years of experience.  I would far rather pay an extra 8p to the 
local NHS Norwich

No increase
use some of the money being used to gridlock the traffic in Norwich by 
the council Norwich

Increase
If government won't spend money on policing then we'll have to dip our 
hands in our pockets. Great Yarmouth

Increase
Policing is the most important service a county has to provide. If we want 
good policing we have to pay. Broadland

Increase

8p a week or maybe 10p would help the police force to do better job 
without the worry of overspend. Hopefully put officers on the beat and 
bring back the traffic cops North Norfolk

Increase
Most people would want increased spend on effective policing.  Please 
dont be political and freeze the precept. Broadland

No increase
I never see any evidence of police activity where I live. No police officer is 
ever seen in the area and they do not make any visible presence South Norfolk

No increase

I am convinced that operational and management costs can be 
significantly reduced to deliver the same service, suggest that expenditure 
is reassessed with a fine toothcomb South Norfolk

No increase

The police have treated me badly and as such I don't wish to for any more 
of money to fund their abuses.  For example they still have items taken 
from me at Bethel Street Station and are ignoring my requests for my 
items back. Norwich

Increase

Look I really don't want any more increases in my council tax but I can 
afford this amount.   Just don't come back next year. My council tax is 
currently higher than my sisters who lives in Windsor. South Norfolk



No increase

To me the Government should be funding the police sufficiently for  there 
to be no cuts a all. They take enough income tax, V.A.T and goodness 
knows how many other taxes off of us every year for them to do this. They 
always seem to find money for projects that are all pie in the sky and do 
not fund things that do matter, i.e. police, NHS etc.     Great Yarmouth

Increase

Who decides what a high impact crime is?   Does that mean it affects a lot 
of people or that it is particularly traumatic for one.    What might be 
traumatic for one person might be less so for another - how exactly is 
"high impact" calculated? North Norfolk

Increase
Would be see a police presence tho, or would our money just go to 
topping up their pension fund ? Breckland

Increase

I shall be happy provided I can see tangible evidence of an improvement 
in the service. I would equally be happy to pay extra for our schools and 
hospitals. Breckland

No increase

We had an increase for social care last year...that was made 'separate' 
from the council tax...if we have an increase in the Policing Element of the 
council tax...I can see that this 'section' will then become 'separate' and 
gradually this as well as the social care section will go up every year. So 
NO...I do not want to pay extra. South Norfolk

Increase I would prefer to keep our services as robust as possible North Norfolk

No increase

 I have seen a Camera van parked on Chapelfield during week day which is 
pretty much a waste of Police time as I have never been able to travel at 
more than 10/15 miles an hour along that road. This gives me little 
confidence that much consideration is being given to economies. Also 
large numbers of Police (in many Police vans and cars) pulling in drivers 
along Yarmouth Road (Griffin Pub struck me as overkill. Broadland

Increase
This is dependent on no more closure of rural stations and seeing more 
visible policing. I don't know who are local officer is! North Norfolk

Increase
The increase is only minor compared to the additional policing which can 
be provided. We must support the police as much as possible Broadland

No increase

The budget consultation information pack basically says "pay more or you 
get less" - and it sends you to sleep doing it.  Fire whoever wrote it and 
get someone clever - and then repeat that formula across the service.  You 
may even wind up with a reduction in the precept. South Norfolk

No increase Loose the unnecessary Police and Crime Commissioner Breckland

Increase

I despair of the fact that this government, supposedly run by the party of 
law and order, has effectively run down law enforcement to the extent that 
this is necessary. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase A small price to pay. Breckland
Increase Very pleased to make a greater contribution to policing. Broadland

Increase

I am happy to pay the increase of 2% if it goes into actual police 
manpower. It would be quite novel to see police on the beat. Could work 
as both a deterrent and reassurance in problematical areas. North Norfolk

No increase South Norfolk
No increase Is this the first of many equally deserving requests? E.g. card homes Broadland

No increase

I don't think the present force is utilised properly at the moment. PCSO's 
in this area now routinely ride around in cars instead of mixing with the 
community. In the summer I noticed they took their own cars down to the 
Police box on Gorleston beach rather than walk and then didn't interact 
with anyone at all. They seem frightened to talk to people. Great Yarmouth

Increase
I would want an assurance that this would be spent as indicated.  I also 
feel that government funding should be increased. South Norfolk

Increase
I would also like to pay 10p per week extra for keeping footpaths clear and 
open and maintaining roads North Norfolk

Increase It's a minuscule price to pay to help with the policing budget Broadland



Increase
Please do so , it is money well spent. I am a pensioner but will be very 
happy to support you in this . King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

I know the proposed changes doesn't sound a lot, but we are currently 
facing very challenging times, especially the younger generation and the 
disabled with austerity cuts; a lot of people in this group are facing a lot of 
debt and we are living on the breadline, I know it doesn't sound like much, 
but it will hit families hard.    Times like these, I feel there is a consensus 
among the community that efficiency savings have to be made and there 
have been comments by policing and political figures in the past about 
high visibility policing no longer works.     over the last few year's many 
public sector organisations and charities have made efficiency savings by 
opening their doors to volunteers.    Personally, I feel this consultation is a 
waste of time, instead of hoping to take the easy route by increasing tax 
and squeezing an already struggling Society, you should be taking the 
hard way,  in the age of CCTV, private security, specials (Volunteer police 
officers) and shop radio link schemes, those reductions don't sound too 
bad. Great Yarmouth

No increase Great Yarmouth

Increase
The increase is small, and if it helps to improve policing in these semi-rural 
areas, then it will be value for money. Breckland

Increase

It would be good to have available the service level expectations (maybe 
you do and I have not read them). For example finding possibly stolen 
property seems to be low priority unless presumably above a certain 
value. There seem to be expectations from us as citizens that need 
clarifying. I was asked to take a bicycle that appeared in my garden to the 
Norwich police station as no one was obviously prepared to collect it. I 
find this a bit strange given not everyone is able to do this kind of thing. Is 
it published anywhere 'We do not respond to xxxx as not a priority'? Norwich

Increase
Only supporting if the money is spent on police personnel visible on the 
beat. Broadland

Increase

I would also like to see the Police and Crime Commissioner lobbying hard 
for stiffer sentences.  By what is reported in the paper it seems magistrates 
are far to leanient North Norfolk

Increase
I would only accept an increase if none of the money is used to increase 
officers salaries, or as a contribution to pensions Broadland

Increase
We are very pleased that the police recently caught criminals responsible 
for theft and damage at our property. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
I would be prepared to pay more if it ment we would see more police on 
the street King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase Broadland
No increase Youi already waste money Breckland

Increase

Good in theory but if the cost to the public goes up and no visual 
improvements are there to be seen then that will just turn out to be yet 
another 'lip service' policy. South Norfolk

No increase
Yes. Get rid of the PCC and revert to old style thus saving the wasted 
expense South Norfolk

Increase
Be careful not to have too many small % tax increases for specific 
purposes. South Norfolk

No increase
I would love to be able to agree an increase but this is just one many 
others I will be faced with and I cannot afford it!!! Broadland

Increase
More police on streets  All Burglaries investigated  Cut in lines of 
command  Police to use Common sense , would mean less paperwork South Norfolk

Increase
yes if it put policemen and women on the streets again. but no if you just 
use the money to fund community police with no powers. Broadland

No increase

I don't mind an increase in council tax but I would prefer it spent on health 
and social care. The old neighbourhood policing teams were never very 
visible. South Norfolk



No increase

Important as policing is social services should take a MUCH higher priority 
and any increase in Council tax should be specifically targeted at Social 
Services. Broadland

No increase

I think my tax money would be better spent on the underlying causes of 
crime...drug & alcohol abuse, mental illness, poverty, parental neglect, 
unemployment/underemployment and low self-esteem. Also, your survey 
is very poorly designed...a 2% increase in the policing element resulting in 
better policing/less crime is an unproven conclusion that begs the 
question. Also, quoting 8p per week or £4.23 per year is misleading and  
unfairly influences the result of the survey...you may as well ask people if 
the are in favour of sunshine and cake. Great Yarmouth

No increase King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase
NORFOLK POLICE OFFER A POOR SERVICE NOW,IT WOULD TAKE MORE 
THAN 8P A WEEK TO PUT RIGHT. Breckland

Increase
Would be prepared to pay more if efficiency and sick absence improved. 
More PCs needed. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
COUNCIL TAX is reasonably proportional so a fair and sensible way to 
raise funds for vital local services North Norfolk

Increase Note:  This is TWO votes, one for me and one for my wife North Norfolk

Increase
I would willing pay £4.23 per week to enable people in Breckland and 
beyond  to feel much safer in their environment than we do at present. Breckland

Increase

I think money could be saved by police and nhs by taken drunken people 
to a room where they can sleep it off attended by first aiders. A large room 
with lots of beds (and buckets) and the perpetrators should clean up after 
themselves in the morning. This would free up police and hospital staff to 
do their proper job. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase We need more police on the roads and streets Broadland
No increase No further increases in public services Broadland

Increase

Whilst I consider the Police & Crime Commissioners post an unnecessary 
political expense: I do appreciate the current incumbent's approach to 
consultation. Broadland

Increase

Given the huge impact that the recent cuts have had on just about every 
service one cares to mention this is a small price to pay. My husband is 
from the Netherlands where taxes are higher - but my word can you see 
the difference in terms of services, infrastructure etc Broadland

Increase Think have aquezzed our police. Enough King's Lynn and West Norfolk
Increase as long as the money raised was spent on this! South Norfolk

No increase
Why not decrease the benefits such as pension contributions to save 
money? King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

Only if the money goes to the guys on front line and there equipment. Not 
pencil squeezers or diversity commissars and other associated 
bureaucratic non jobs worth's King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase you must be joking is it April the first South Norfolk

No increase

I find it difficult to understand why Norfolk Police costs £40million more 
per year to run than it's "collaborated" partner Suffolk.  I can't see that 
there is such a significant difference between the two forces other than the 
way in which they spend money! Rather than just increasing the budget 
how about become a bit more cost effective and take possibly look at how 
sone of the cheaper run forces approach things. Breckland

No increase

Should not be put up each year with police Norfolk and Norwich council  
puting it up not fair government should make it not the hard worker on 
wage ok for persons like you any one on less than £25000 souls be exempt Norwich



No increase

I would prefer an increase in either the education budget or social services 
budget to help prevent people becoming criminal in the first place, to 
educate men about relationships to diminish domestic abuse.  Our fear of 
crime is different to the facts of crime.  You do a great job though and 
maybe the community needs to do more (not vigilante groups of course), 
but to just be a little more self-reliant and not depend on phoning the 
police for minor incidences. Norwich

No increase

the increase from the last financial year has made no difference to the 
amount of police I see around the area I live in, it only seems to be for the 
likes of Norwich and surrounding areas of the city.  The only visible 
improvements from and increase will be seen in large towns and the city.  
Backroom staff need looking at for cuts along with the upper 
management system.  Things like front desk tasks are already being done 
in some libraries.  You said last time extra money would make the police 
more visible in rural areas, this did not happen nor will it with another 
increase.  Police are an invisible work force in most areas..  No need to get 
rid of 30 police officer posts just get rid of 1 or 2 management posts, 
much more effective.  You will become like most councils more 
management and not enough staff.  Cut from the top layers. Breckland

Increase
Would happily pay double or even treble to enjoy good police force - but I 
think the present set up is as good as it can be in the circumstances. Breckland

No increase its gaurmsn usue Norwich

Increase

It is a very small increase for a potentially large benefit. I would also like to 
see small increases on council tax to help improve our social services and 
social care, somehow I think a lot of people would support. Norwich

Increase

More officers on the beat please (PCSO'S & PCs) neighbourhood policing 
critical to public confidence in the service. I don't want to see officers in 
cars flying from job to job on blue lights only. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
Constant cutting of public service budgets is unrealistic. A small increase is 
acceptable I feel, even for those on a fixed income. Norwich

No increase
i do not get 2% rise in wages but i have to manage so should you OR CUT 
THE FAT begin   with that useless pcc Norwich

No increase If we are all in together we must all contribute! Breckland

No increase

I notice that SNC rates have been increasing year on year @ 2% for 
Norfolk Police & Crime Commissioner (certainly since my record back to 
2013) already. Perhaps it would be more prudent that instead of loading 
the rate payer more, some form of monetary claim by the Norfolk 
constabulary should be made against offenders/criminal on succesfull  
convictions.  South Norfolk

No increase

The work of the police is hampered more by the liberal and human rights 
activists who blame everything on the victim instead of the offender. Let 
the police do their job by whatever means necessary. I have no problems 
with overcrowded prisons and the prisoners sleeping 4 to a bed in shifts. Great Yarmouth

No increase
I would have voted to increase if the option said "would" enable changes 
rather than "should" King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase I haven't had a pay rise in 5 years Norwich

No increase
There is no evidence of police activity in my area so it would not make any 
difference. I have not seen a police officer in the 12 years I have lived here South Norfolk

Increase

Having liaised with the SNT Fakenham for local matters especially the 
Playing Field for well over a decade I feel any increase in council tax is 
necessary to maintain the safe environment we have in this area. Laws 
need enforcement and local interaction very important. North Norfolk



Increase I would pay more than the proposed increase, to secure better policing. Broadland

Increase
I would like to see Norfolk Police put some budget aside to deal with a 
lack of safeguarding measures within community projects in the area Norwich

No increase

An increase in the budget is to maintain the status quo, which in my 
opinion is not fit for purpose. Until you make the brave decisions as to 
what police are here for and tell the public what the police will and won't 
do you will not be able to police efficiently. The increase would only 
support your partner agencies in off loading their work onto the police 
more than they are at the moment. In fact you would only be supporting 
this govt in reducing central funding. Be brave and tell the public police 
will not deal with an individual's personal decisions and their responsibility 
to themselves and be robust with those that waste the police's role in 
society. What is the core role of police, I believe it is to keep the Queen's 
peace and prevent crime and disorder, not to tell people how to live their 
lives. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

More collaboration with Suffolk Constabulary. Collaboration with 
Cambridgshire constabulary as well as with other organisations is also 
possible. Broadland

No increase
Further collaboration with other organisations to realise savings is 
possible. Broadland

Increase

I would support anything that allowed more Officers to be recruited.  
Officer numbers are now at dangerously low levels and I think sadly this 
will result in an Officer being seriously injured or worse before too much 
longer. Breckland

Increase

Fully support this, whilst the majority of public will not understand the full 
reasons behind this and will, as seen in the EDP article of 22/11, simply 
moan about incorrect issues and state there aren't enough visible officers. 
They will not, and do understand the reality of public sector and Police 
demands today. Without this increase we will have ever decreasing police 
service both in terms of visible officers and the vital support staff needed 
to keep officers out on the beat performing their tasks. That being said 
please can changes be made to the 2020 team and CD&C - why do we 
need both on large salaries, why cant these be merged and made more 
effective, getting a more streamlined and efficient team dealing with the 
money saving projects rather than the large existing 2 teams who could 
work smarter? The salaries in these teams are large and this money could 
be spent instead on front line policing, just one manager in these teams 
on £30k + is equal to one and half officers! Norwich

Increase

This government can no longer be seen to reduce the numbers ./ coverage 
that Police Officers provide. If extra funds are needed to retain a 
reasonable force then an increased percentage should come from the 
Council Tax!!! Broadland

Increase
If it meant seeing more bobbies about I would pay more than 8p per 
week. Great Yarmouth

Increase

Increase the Council tax to 10p a week and use the extra 2p to undertake 
some big hard hitting campaigns with a special new ask force. from rural 
crime one year, to anti social behaviour. Breckland

Increase
Police are important and necessary. I'd pay 4 times that amount- or more - 
to reappoint the 200 officers and 100 PCSOs recently lost to HMG cuts. Broadland

Increase Target known criminals.  Don't spend money on speed cameras.  Broadland

No increase
LIKE ALL OF US YOU NEED TO LEARN TO DO MORE WITH LESS, YOU ARE 
NOT AN ECEPTION AT ALL. South Norfolk

No increase South Norfolk



No increase

This consultation fits the traditional pattern of Norfolk Constabulary. Two 
options: one offering a freeze and the prospect of doom and dispair or 
two: a mere two percent increase which will result in every problem being 
resolved. I am sorry but I don't buy it. Norwich

No increase
Our police force gets paid more than Suffolk and Essex per household - 
£50.00 more and now you still expect more?? South Norfolk

Increase
Should have been done years ago. Less than the price of 2pints of beer or 
three cigarettes.  North Norfolk

Increase
this is a no brainer, lets see more uniforms, a major deterrent that will 
benefit the community, reducing serious RTCs will result King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

I believe there are still improvements in financial efficiency available, 
evidenced by the many police vehicles parked outside the Fakenham 
police station. North Norfolk

No increase

The PCC has a budget of virtually £1 million.   Coverage in relation to 
Royal Protection is now permanent with a Superintendent in charge !!! (as 
a result of a game of cards between the then CC and King George V)  
Service cuts have been made over recent years without a reduction in the 
Police element in CT.   Now you expect to increase the CT.   It doesn't 
make sense.   There needs to be a review and identify 'core tasks' and 
'ancillary duties'.   Then prioritise those tasks.   It is not the job of the 
Police to do other agencies work.   Officers are not social workers or 
mental health workers. North Norfolk

No increase

Train more doctors better than police. May I ask exactly what the police 
do? Can't see any need for police and can't see police keep our 
community safe. Norwich

No increase yet again you want above inflation increase !!!! Norwich

Increase

I believe the police work hard and do a very good job, I'm sure you can 
still save money on conference calls rather than traveling to other forces, 
and centralised buying between all the easts regions. But I do support a 
2% increase but please keep looking at saving the pennies as they all add 
up. Broadland

Increase
I understand that 200 posts have been lost. I would like to know how 
many of these are from the Assistant/Deputy Chief Constable ranks. South Norfolk

No increase Do you have to use top of the range b m w cars South Norfolk

Increase

You should look at the number of warranted officers who are doing jobs 
which could be undertaken by a civilian. Also the public need to 
understand that the days of Officers being able to out on the beat for 
most of their shift have gone. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

The high cost of maintaining areas such as Prince of Wales should be 
borne by the businesses in the area that cause the problem.  Improved use 
of technology, such as CCTV and or speed cameras, should be applied to 
reduce ongoing revenue cost, potentially generate revenue and possibly 
deter crime thus reducing costs before seeking more funding. Broadland

No increase

Public engagement? Where? I have never seen one, do we need one? Just 
a waste of time and money. Put more money to train doctor better than 
police!!!!!!! King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

Local govt has lived with this for several years creating many efficiencies. 
It's time for Norfolk Police to share more back office and integrate control 
rooms with Suffolk etc. Broadland

No increase
Norfolk is the safest county...we don't need extra coppers on the 
street...crazy just saw Look East North Norfolk

No increase I would rather pay NHS, not police!!!!! Norwich



Increase

I agree to the increase as I work for a voluntary organisation working 
closely with the Police and see the incredible work they undertake. 
However as an aside I become increasingly disappointed that as a PCC you 
have focused on political votes such as graffiti and ASB and less focus on 
preventative work around violence and violent crimes. We all know 
politicians get votes by focusing on the visual aspects of society (graffiti 
and dog poo) but how about the hidden crimes against vulnerable people. 
I have been involved in services since the PCC posts were devised and with 
all due respect would prefer the money spent on your department to be 
spent on direct policing. South Norfolk

Increase
If this will help to keep neighbourhood policing in place, pcso's on the 
street, I am happy to pay an increase. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

Everybody else after what little money I have. If police just kept to policing 
rather than trying to sort out all other social problems they wouldn't need 
this additional increase  We had an increase last time too.....so no Broadland

Increase
there should be some guarantee that any additional income raised as a 
result of increasing the precept will be ring fenced for front line policing Breckland

Increase
I would happily raise the precept by much more to retain such an excellent 
policing service; however, appreciate that you are not permitted to do so. Breckland

No increase

this is a perennial issue. Given that some incomes have not risen for years 
and the police seem to do less in communities such as mine, law-abiding 
people like me are becoming alienated. North Norfolk

Increase

Provide it is used to improve visible and effective fronttline policing and 
not used for back office or bureaucratic matters. More officers on the 
street is the only way I would support this increase King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

Need to change belief of public that crimes are not being investigated.  
Police need to be visible and engaging with community.  Drug crime is 
rampant in the town and must be challenged. Great Yarmouth

No increase Not fair to increase all the time Norwich
Increase I would be happy to pay more to keep our police force. Norwich

Increase

Reduce diversion times for Police Officers by getting agencies to react 
more efficiently to incidents within their areas of responsibility (i.e. 
Highways closing roads, Councils dealing with fallen trees, long term 
solutions to regular problem spots (flooding under rail bridge on Green 
Lane, Thorpe St Andrew, for example). Broadland

Increase For greater protection I would support a higher increase. South Norfolk

No increase

The fbuds you are currently receiving are not being spent in the right 
places so why should you get more? Burglary/robbery offences fuelled by 
drug usage (as well as serious assaults and even murders) are the product 
of a police force taking its eye off the ball and spending to much time 
doing the job of other partner agencies.  Know the community you serve Broadland

No increase

I would NOT support a increase in council tax precept when I drive past 
Wymondham OCC every day, and no matter what time of the day it is 
there are Police cars parked around the entrance roundabout. I know for 
fact these are SNT patrol cars as I use to drive half of them.   EVERY day 
driving up A11 and A47 I see bad driving, speeding motorist using mobile 
phones etc. On the back road its even worse as people know they can get 
away with it.    In and around South Norfolk half my customer tell me rural 
crime is affecting them. and they believe its a waste of time reporting it.  
Im not shocked when I see cars parked outside OCC with officers sitting in 
the station. I bet the station cats love this new policy. (ask a long term 
serving officer what it means) South Norfolk

Increase
We need Community Policing... As the current PCC says, "ITS THE 
BEDROCK OF POLICING". Broadland



No increase

I am not in agreement with having a Police and crime commissioner. 
doing away with his roel would release more funding for on the ground 
policing. Breckland

No increase

there is still too much waste in the system,  stream line the system, cut out 
the waste then rebuild with a focus on early intervention.  Why is Norfolk 
and Suffolk working more closely together rather than pulling apart.   
There are efficiency savings to be had by not duplicating effort. Broadland

Increase As long as it's invested in deploying officers, not funding backroom staff. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

I'm sure many of the public would like to see increased police visibility on 
the streets  clearly the nature of crime has changed with the increasing 
rise of cyber crime, but other crime has reduced or is no longer evident  
Without having full access to break down of costs and expenditure it is 
difficult to make an informed decision on increase or not.  I find it hard to 
believe that there are not measures that can be taken in increase police 
visibility without increasing budgets, as previous budget increases have 
clearly not achieved higher police visibility, in fact quite the reverse   South Norfolk

Increase

The police service has been stripped over the last few years. Ultimately 
they are who we as the public turn to when things go wrong. They need to 
be sufficiently funded in order to be able to protect us. Breckland

Increase

This seems like a no brainer to me... As a front line police officer working 
for Norfolk Constabulary, I would happily pay an extra few pounds a year 
so that the constabulary can be improved and numbers be increased to 
help the front line. We cannot afford to keep losing numbers off the front 
line like we are now. Broadland

Increase Why not 10p? King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

Neighbourhood policing only reduces crime in high crime areas, I'm not 
bothered if I don't see a police officer in my village, modernise and use 
existing budget to do different Broadland

No increase

Plan based on false assumptions - visible policing is no what is needed, 
public perception does not make putting additional resources into it 
justified; resources need to be targeted where they are needed-  types of 
crimes committed have changed so should the policing South Norfolk

Increase
I would happily let the council tax increase by 10% if it went towards 
policing Breckland

No increase Would rather have to pay more for social care than police South Norfolk
No increase All other Departments have to manage - why not the Police? King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

Your policing priorities do not reflect mine. Norfolk Constabulary appears 
to be knee-jerking its way into bailing out Norfolk Childrens Services' 
inadequacies by diverting ever-increasing resources into this area, at the 
expense of dealing with the criminality which affects the majority of 
people who actually pay for the police service. Broadland

Increase
Norfolk is an ever-growing county and the emergency services should 
reflect the increasing demand placed upon them. Broadland

Increase
Police Officer numbers are too low to continue effective policing putting 
public safety at risk and also police officers at risk. South Norfolk

Increase Finally, a PCC we can be proud of. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

Could the money go towards front line police constables and back office 
crime/casework administrators to assist with front line workload. I feel this 
gets lost amidst the requirement for 'specialist resources', when 
fundamentally we are an emergency response service and resources are 
limited and stretched to breaking point. Broadland

No increase

The 'neighbourhood capability' is already mostly non-existent, having 
been reduced without any consultation or notification; very poor 
communications result in loss of confidence - it's not improving, there is 
no trust that increasing the precept will make any difference in this rural 
parish. North Norfolk



Increase

It would have been good to have an intermediate option of say a 1% 
increase in the precept. It would also have been useful to know what the 
annual increases in the Police precept have been over the last few years. 
For instance, if it has been frozen for the last couple of years, there would 
be a stronger case now for this rise. Breckland

Increase Would like the increase to go towards Neighborhood Policing South Norfolk
Increase Police desperately  need further funding Great Yarmouth

Increase

It's appalling that the Government are not paying this based on the 
amount of money that we pay in Council tax towards the Police every year. 
However, if there is no other way to raise this money then this small 
amount per household is an acceptable proposition. South Norfolk

Increase

Develop a policy of 'Bringing the Police to the Public' -  'Getting to know 
Your Police!'.     Dealing through Parish , District and County Councils is 
fine but not always the best way of making this vital public contact.    Your 
undertaking to continue with efficiency projects in spite of a 2% increase 
gives confidence for the future.    The Operation Randall newsletters are a 
breath of fresh air - congratulations!. South Norfolk

Increase We need both improved efficiencies and more money Broadland
Increase Reduce top tier of NPCC ranks - top heavy Broadland

No increase

Crime.  It would appear that the definition of this word has shifted greatly 
during the last two decades.   Our John Deer ride on lawn mower was 
stolen.   The theft of this expensive piece of gardening equipment didn't 
even warrant a visit from our local bobbys. We live in Colkirk NR21 and 
while I fully appreciate that there are more pressing issues, we are not 
living in the metropolis and are just a rural small village who's police 
station is just a seven minute drive away.  Low on the list of seriousness it 
may be, but for us it was very upsetting and we have a good idea who 
took it and where it might be. Oh well...... Breckland

Increase
I would like to see more being done to prevent anti social behaviour 
especially at weekends within the city centre of Norwich. Norwich

Increase Services such as the Pandora project must also be protected at all costs. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
Don't bother with neighbourhood policing, focus on response and 
investigative capability, particularly new technologies. South Norfolk

No increase too much too often Norwich

Increase
Pour more money into putting boots on streets! We want to see more 
police. North Norfolk

Increase

Numbers of frontline officers needs to be raised significantly to meet the 
demand AND provide the service the public deserve (and to avoid officer 
burn-out, particularly in urban areas). South Norfolk

No increase
I refuse to pay more money for a reduced service which will not improve 
with a council tax rise. South Norfolk

No increase

The Chief Constable should direct police resources to police the present 
not the past. There are numerous police officers in niche units. They 
should be redirected to the frontline. South Norfolk

No increase

The police are too expensive as they are. It forms an OUTRAGEOUSLY high 
percentage of our obscenely expensive council tax as it is.    You should be 
cutting the amount not increasing it.    Oh, and get the lazy buggers out of 
cars and camera vans and out doing the proper job of policing. South Norfolk

No increase cut the fat Great Yarmouth
Increase I would need to see a visible difference for my increased contribution ! Broadland

No increase

You can't keep expecting the general public to continue to cough up 
money.   The government needs to realize they need to give the police 
more money if they are to deliver a service.  Breckland

Increase

I would like wildlife crime to receive the support necessary to find the 
criminals who perpetrate it and deter others from the same actions. 
Specifically persecution of birds, particularly birds of prey. South Norfolk



No increase

My husband works for the Police and he says there are warranted officers 
acting as staff officers and doing back office functions that should be out 
on the street...perhaps focus on this rather than raise our council tax? Breckland

Increase
Local police officers with pcso's do an excellent job and need to be 
protected. In fact you need to recruit more to enable visible policing Breckland

No increase
those in receipt of benefits pay only 10% Council tax. Maybe they could 
pay 10% more? Great Yarmouth

Increase
In principle agree but doubt whether it will work.,  We NEVER see a 
policeman and have very little faith in the police service in general. North Norfolk

Increase

Despite opinions being sought the PCC must make a best interest decision 
whether it's popular or not, although the indication of a small increase 
overall with other small increases across the board in people budgets and 
wage increases below the increase it is still a bitter pill to swallow 
especially as the majority of the resources are used by the minority and for 
the rest there is no real feeling of being safer and having the services there 
in case needed argument doesn't wash either.  I accept there will be an 
increase and I'm sure the PCC expenses will be well covered.     North Norfolk

Increase

year on year the police budget increases where council tax has remained 
stagnant but we get less and less policing so where is the extra money 
going? King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
Priority should be afforded to services for victims of historical child sexual 
abuse - the impact on mental health of survivors is debilitating Norwich

No increase

Previous increases in precepts have had no "visible" enhancement of 
services so raising it again with the words "should enable changes" gives 
no guarantee that it will take place! South Norfolk

Increase
Would be happier to pay more.  Not just for our safety, but primarily for 
the safety of the police officers. Breckland

No increase

The Henriques report on the Metropolitan Police Operation Midland says 
that the Chief Constable is championing an approach to alleged sex 
crimes which 'perverts our system of justice'. (1.32). What is the PCC doing 
about it? South Norfolk

Increase
If we want more visible policing as we apparently say we do, we need to 
pay for it North Norfolk

Increase If it meant improved policing i would pay more Broadland

Increase

Please can we see more officers on the streets. It seems there are not 
enough officers to carry out day to day police matters such as crime 
prevention and traffic enforcement. I have heard there are sometimes only 
two officers on a night time covering the area I live in! Broadland

Increase

Not enough visual presence on the streets.  Too many people riding bikes 
on pavements.  Too many people on mobile phones Drayton High Road in 
the morning queue. Broadland

No increase

It's too easy to say: it's only 8p a week. Every service would like to make 
the same claim and, if taxpayers agreed, our council tax bills would soar. I 
am sure that there should be an examination of the way that policing is 
carried out to bring it to today's standards and not continue to use 
yesterday's standards and systems and just increase the funding from time 
to time.  If we had no police force and were setting it up from scratch, I 
doubt we'd design it as we have it today. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase The police need all the support we can give. Broadland
Increase Visible police is important Norwich

Increase

DO NOT GET RID OF THE PCSO's.  THEY ARE A VITAL PART OF OUR 
ENGAGEMENT WITH THE COMMUNITY, EVEN IF SOME OF THEM NEED 
RETRAINING! Breckland

Increase
So long as the money goes towards front line policing, which is as always 
badly lacking in investment. King's Lynn and West Norfolk



Increase
We need more police and pcso foot / cycle  patrols.  STOP CUTTING THE 
POLICE King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

I support this rise but there needs to be more resources on the front line in 
uniformed roles as the resources are stretched to breaking point. I 
appreciate the need for specialist units to tackle cyber crime and child 
abuse, but the driving force of this Constabulary is the uniformed officer 
as they are the ones that attend the initial reports and deal with the 
immediate safeguarding and crimes coming through CCR. Broadland

Increase

I would like all the money to be heavily invested in frontline policing to 
increase the numbers who respond to calls and are visible in the 
community. Norwich

Increase

I personally think the money saved should come from reducing spending 
in the PCC department . This is an unnecessary cost to the tax payer 
especially when the person has little or no knowledge of policing issues . Great Yarmouth

No increase Stop wasting money, stick to police work. Breckland
Increase Ensure the most at risk are supported and protected Broadland
No increase no increase above inflation Norwich

No increase
I can't believe you are asking us to pay more, when will public services 
wake up... we have had no pay rises and are struggling as it is!!! Great Yarmouth

Increase

Would like to see an increase in policing in Loddon & Chedgrave, in 
particular, tackling drugs & selling in a couple of pubs. Plus tackling 
vandalism due to drink and drug use. South Norfolk

No increase

The Police needs to decide what is important and stop trying to be 
everything to everybody. I still question the value of some of the softer 
functions the Constabulary undertakes. The answer is not to keep paying 
more in taxes. Broadland

Increase
I'd like the extra money I pay to be spent in the area I live. I live in a rural 
area and police is paper thin. North Norfolk

No increase

I do not see why a further increase in tax's of the tax payers should be 
used to plug the gap of inept government spending and their continued 
attack on police. South Norfolk

Increase

Policing is one area where cutbacks should NEVER be made. I am aware 
the police has already been cut back to breaking point. A short term 
saving will cost society many times over in the future.... King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase
I'd need to be convinced that money is currently being spent on the most 
cost-effective aspects of policing,before I'd endorse any increase. Broadland

Increase Get more police on the streets, there are none where i live Great Yarmouth
Increase Great Yarmouth

No increase

Just a little more levied each year. Doesn't sound much expressed  in 
isolation but cumulatively is. You are using a tax system which bears little 
account of ability to pay and has not been revised in over 25 years. Still, I 
expect you will ensure thiis goes through, one way or another, but it will 
not be with the support of everyone.  Broadland

No increase King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

PCSO's seem to be pushed more and more into the background but they 
are the eyes and ears on the street providing high visibility patrols and 
dealing with low level crime/ASB freeing PC's to deal with more serious 
crime. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

We live in"difficult times" and countless people are facing hardship. This 
includes disabled, sick and elderly.  Consider cutting the salaries of the 
higher echelon of police officers first, cut the empire of senior officers and 
use the money to fund some of the budget shortfall. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

Although I believe central government should provide full funding for the 
police and other public sector services such as the NHS, I do not want our 
police service to suffer as a result of bad Tory government decisions, so 
would be willing but NOT happy to pay the increase. Breckland



No increase

Police service not  the only public sector service facing huge cuts to 
funding ,mental health is in a precarious state  if not dangerous state .your 
idea of visibility is laughable ,it wont mean extra officers on bikes 
,standing in rural villages where they are not needed ,maybe you 'll have 
them on anti graffiti patrols or guarding the shooting estates of your 
mates. North Norfolk

No increase Reduce the PCC budget to Zero Broadland

No increase
It seems the only operation your force does with any efficiency is closing 
the roads for hours on end on any road accident however serious Breckland

Increase More tasers given and training for officers Norwich

No increase

Stop making these demands for additional funding support from hard 
pressed tax payers having to bear the burden of this rise again through 
our Council Tax. This has happened year on year and is un acceptable so 
the rise is not £4.23 as you advertise, cumulatively it is far more than that 
and more importantly its the repeated attitude of taking the easy route i.e. 
via the local council tax payers rather that taking your / the argument  
about disgracefully poor funding to Government where it should be made. 
I Do not support this  King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

I think it should be increased to increase Front-Line officers rather than 
other departments because as a resident of Norfolk it is worrying how 
many officers are available in areas! South Norfolk

Increase we do need neighbourhood team visibility around our streets  Great Yarmouth
Increase Norwich

Increase

We are already down to the bone with Police resources, personnel etc etc 
and are now having to extract the marrow to tread water. At present it 
seems like we are simply papering over the ever widening cracks to all of 
the problems that are appearing in our daily Policing. Good will and 
morale can only last for so long. More funding/money as long as it is 
spent wisely and effectively is desperately needed. You can only bend a 
spoon so many times before it breaks! King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

It seems an obvious choice: I am more than willing to pay an extra £4.23 a 
year for an improved police service.  I would be willing to pay this just to 
maintain current service levels.  I think public services have suffered 
enough cuts and we are starting to see the results of this within the Prison 
Service.  I am more likely to vote for a PCC who increases the precept than 
one who doesn't. Breckland

Increase Happy to pay more than 2% increase. Norwich

Increase

Im appalled that we even have to decide this - what has happened to this 
country? The conservative government are too self serving, they don't care 
about the needs of the community Norwich

No increase

Considering we see no policing here as it is and that you and Norfolk 
Police condone criminal activity there is no way I would put up with any 
increase in the Police precept. You have failed to keep me informed as it is 
and as far as I'm concerned the service is totally inadequate. That being 
so, I will not pay anything extra as there is no local policing here as it is. Great Yarmouth

No increase

I will consider supporting an increase once the organisation stops wasting 
millions on ridiculous, ill thought out projects like Athena and Virtual 
Courts. Until then I would not have faith that my money would be spent 
wisely. South Norfolk

No increase

It hasn't taken you long has it? You want to raise the precept to stop 
further cuts to frontline policing. What a joke that is, in the same week 
that you closed my local police station. North Norfolk

No increase
We shouldn't have to pay through council tax at all,  enough funds should 
be provided by the government for policing to be as the force wishes. South Norfolk

Increase There should be more police involvement in the community. South Norfolk



Increase

Fully merge with Suffolk and take all the admin and senior level post 
savings that could arise. It is silly to retain the county identity in this day 
and age. Broadland

Increase

With the Eastern Region Special Operations Unit taking seconded Norfolk 
Officers, and Norfolk Council tax payers money, what proportion of our 
money is being spent dealing with Norfolk problems, in comparison to  
those in other counties within the region. Broadland

Increase
I feel once any cuts are made it would be difficult to get back to the 
current levels. Broadland

Increase I think the extra money should be used to boost uniform officer numbers. Breckland

Increase

The police service is already in decline due to the budget cuts that have  
been made.  Any further loss of funding will seriously affect the service 
that can be offered to members of the public. Broadland

Increase
Excellent idea particularly if it helps to tackle issues such as mobile phone 
use by drivers. Norwich

Increase

With the increase in demands on policing most of which are hidden but 
cause more demand than previous traditional crime.  A 2% increase will 
enable recourse to be available and help to cover the need required Breckland

Increase
I feel it's very important to fund the police force.  If people want more 
active policing, they need to put their money where their mouth is. Broadland

Increase I agree to an increase in the council tax. North Norfolk
Increase A very small contribution with potential of fantastic gains. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
The police are a valuable resource and should not have funds reduced any 
more North Norfolk

Increase

Is there a CT budget for any form of response to MTFA/MWA in 
Iconic/Crowded locations.   Other forces have spent 0000's and we have 
yet to format anything. Frightening thought. Breckland

Increase

The public are unaware of how little response police officers there are in 
Norfolk. More are required to unable them to be pro-active and prevent 
crime rather then responding to it the majority of the time. South Norfolk

Increase

We all want to see a Bobby back on the beat ! I do not know how many 
times you need to be told this , a constable people trust and will talk to , 
the last constable I saw in my town came out of Budgens with a bottle of 
milk in his hand ! South Norfolk

Increase

I would love to see a return to Neighbourhood Policing - it provides 
continuity with the public and enables police to be intelligence led rather 
than reactive all the time. That model worked and the benefits are clear. Breckland

Increase

I would be very interested to discover the increased in the population of 
Norfolk over the last 10 years. and the ration of police officers/population 
.  obviously with the increase in population one would imagine that there 
would be an automatic "increase in the policing element of council tax " 
collections ? King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
I feel frustrated that the problem is handed down to the taxpayer. The 
Government should be ashamed of the cuts they have brought in. Broadland

Increase

I am aware that the front line is being increasingly stretched and this can 
not continue. Front line and community policing should be a priority to 
retain public confidence. Breckland

Increase We must protect the provision of policing in the county South Norfolk

Increase
I would gladly pay more tax if it meant that more Police officers were on 
patrol Norwich



Increase

The police should be fully funded by government having said that 
everything goes up so I must regrettably support this increase. I trust that 
our local police stations will remain open to the public and not more of 
doing everything on line. A lot of people do not own a computer or have 
internet access which appears to be taken for granted these days. Breckland

Increase Neighbourhood policing is important to me Broadland

Increase

I would only support an increase if previous levels of local neighbourhood 
policing are reinstated.  We have 1 PC and 1 PCSO covering Hosford, 
Horsham St Faiths, Felthorpe and Hellesdon - it's not enough.  Our local 
crime figures are increasing - 126 incidents in Sept 2016, 13 in Horsford 
alone.  Your workforce is down 9% since 2010.  We need at least an extra 
PCSO to support the community and focus on prevention as well as 
dealing with offences. Broadland

Increase Get more frontline officers, i never see any about Great Yarmouth

Increase Just back from Holland - have a look at their systems, they seem to work. South Norfolk
No increase cut not increase South Norfolk

Increase
I WOULD LIKE TO SEE MORE COMMUNITY POLICE COMING TO OLDER 
PEOPLE EVENTS ETC King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

No brainier....already seriously over stretched and simply no longer able to 
deliver even some of the basic principles. Ensure it is put to forward facing 
policing though not swallowed into back room or even 'specialist' roles 
please. Thankfully my mum hasn't been the victim of a serious sexual 
assault, in fact no one I know personally has but she has endured years of 
ASB and petty thefts and damages. Broadland

Increase Improvement of rural policing please North Norfolk
Increase Very happy with Norfolk Police Great Yarmouth

Increase

There are never enough police on the streets when you need them.  They 
do a brilliant job. With the world we live in they are a necessity. Well worth 
8p per week. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
The crime landscape is changing. You need to invest to meet this 
challenge. South Norfolk

Increase

As the Chair of Spixworth Parish Council and a resident, we are concerned 
that our current PCSO 8226, Jan Moore is retained for the village and not 
moved to another area on the whim of someone who doesn't know the 
area. Jan is well liked, well known and has a good rapport  with the 
community. Broadland

Increase We need more Police Officers South Norfolk

Increase

We need more police back on the beat.  Even PCSO are rarely seen these 
days as their having to pick up duties the regulars did/do due to the cut 
backs.  They are over worked; work long shifts; work unsocial hours so 
have less family time.   King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase Great Yarmouth
Increase I would welcome more police on the streets Breckland

Increase

I believe in order to preserve our police force for the long term and 
especially our local police community support officers who play a every 
important part in our communities resolving local issues and who listen to 
us and help us. who also take over from our police officers to keep them 
free to deal with more dangerous issues and incidents in our county 
keeping us safe from harm. King's Lynn and West Norfolk



Increase

More resource needs to be provided to deal with those who enjoy a high 
standard of living based on the proceeds of crime. This means taking swift 
and effective action against the perpetrators and getting these people off 
the streets where all they do is ruin people's lives. I respond as someone 
who has recently unfortunately had first hand experience of watching 2 
known criminals with multiple offences on record being treated with kid 
gloves whilst fleecing an elderly man of his life savings to finance their 
drug habits. I would like to see a return to traditional policing whereby 
police officers are supported in their actions in bringing criminals to 
justice rather than pandering to the "rights" of such people. Broadland

Increase
To me, this is a no-brainer: the proposed small increase will make a big 
difference. Norwich

Increase

The government`s austerity cuts have gone too far in many sectors 
affecting services to local communities, particularly the old and infirm; 
they must stop. Breckland

Increase

It is totally unacceptable to request the increase yet fail to give an 
assurance that the additional sum raised will be ringfenced to ensure the 
aims are met. Also I note that there is no specific quantifiable measures 
stated by which the monies spent could be assessed.     The failure of PCC 
and CC to provide this renders this exercise futile and I find it therefore 
brings into question the funding of the PCC role and the individual CC 
position as much as the questions being asked King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
The police are doing far more than they are given credit for.Seemto be 
increasingly social workers who get the weekend off. Broadland

No increase
As conservatives, you made the mess with imposed cuts. No more money 
until you restore funding. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase Broadland

Increase

Neighbourhood policing is being continually cut and yet, year after year 
more money is being asked for to protect it.  It won't take long for the 
public to start to resist or begrudge paying under false promises. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
Anything that can help to support effective community safety awareness, 
crime reduction or prevention and reassurance for vulnerable victims Breckland

Increase
It's a small price to pay for keeping PCSO's and Police Officers visible 
within my local community.  King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase Sorry to see our local police station Stalham .. now closed for good ! North Norfolk

Increase
Evaluate the necessity of having police officers sat behind desks - would it 
be more prudent to pay police staff salary rather than an officer salary. North Norfolk

Increase

I would only be agreeing to the rise in council tax if it would mean that the 
Police Station at Thetford would remain open allowing us to go in and talk 
about our concerns to police personnel rather than expecting us/people 
to go to the library?  I have been down to the library and feel that this is 
not the environment for issues to be reported.  Bring back our Police 
Station! Breckland

Increase

WE MUST Support the police, the extra is nothing compared to what we 
will gain in terms of ability for an already under funded constabulary to 
fund. Broadland



Increase

Personally having know how understaffed the force is and how short 
staffed officers are I have concerns about not only public safety (we did 
see a big increase in specific type of crimes) but also about wellbeing of 
those who work for the Force (staff and officers). The increasing pressures 
causes stress and increased levels of sickness, as after all we are all only 
humans. Again, this has knock off effect on operational matters. Surely 
this is a vicious circle and the only reasonable option would be for the 
government to provide further funding. South Norfolk

Increase

As an ex Special Constable, I only know all to well the pressures on the 
system. I would even vote for a 5% increase if we would be allowed to go 
that high. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase South Norfolk
Increase Breckland
Increase I would support an increase of more! South Norfolk

Increase

Is this increases the visible presence of police officers I am all for it. If only 
the government would increase the salary for new qualified officers, there 
would be less gaps in staff. Great Yarmouth

Increase
Our police force is stretched to breaking point, I'd happily pay more than 
an extra 2% to give them what they need. North Norfolk

Increase no Great Yarmouth

No increase

You are cutting and cutting services, I should not be expected to pay more 
for less. I used to see PCSOs daily in my area, I haven't seen any for weeks 
as they have all been cut and not replaced. I would pay more for more 
officers but you are continually cutting to the bone. Broadland

Increase
Important to not only sustain the current level of policing but to increase 
to ensure we all stay safe and feel safe in our homes. Broadland

Increase Broadland

No increase
We pay enough tax as it is,we also do not need a crime commissioner this 
position is a total waste of money!! North Norfolk

Increase
I believe people would pay even more than your proposed 8p to rebuild a 
fully functional police force. South Norfolk

Increase South Norfolk

Increase
I would be happier to pay double the £4.23 if it meant I would see a visible 
increase in police. Norwich

Increase
There not really a choice being given, it is a pay up or you get nothing 
choice! South Norfolk

Increase

I think that I speak for a lot of people who want to know that the police 
are there when you need them. Whether it is policing a major event or just 
having a local PC patrolling the town where you live, just to know that a 
PC is on duty because I believe a presence such as this does reduce crime 
and 'keeping an eye' on where you live is important. A small increase such 
as this can help enormously, and although it will not bridge the budget 
deficit completely it will certainly help. I would certainly back the proposal 
and I hope many other people will to. Peace of mind is worth a lot in 
today's society. South Norfolk

No increase King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
I want to reverse police cuts, but also to have a say in police priorities. 
Presumably so does everyone, so shouldn't you be asking about this too? Norwich

Increase

I am only happy to support this increase if it will fund mire police presence 
on the street. The minimum operational policing in Norfolk are too low 
and the over emphasis on specialist teams needs to be reversed. Broadland



No increase

The council tax precept has increased every year since the office of PCC 
was created.  We voted for you in the hope that you could manage the 
resources available to you more efficiently.  8p per week is four times the 
year on year increase under the previous administration.  If this is the best 
you can do, then you would appear to be less capable than Stephen Bett. Norwich

Increase Norwich

Increase I would be happy to pay more than the 2% if it would help fund our police South Norfolk

No increase

If you can't work out what you need, I don't think you deserve any money 
at all.  You are already utterly reactive.  Work out what you have to do, do 
it, and charge accordingly.  Your question is completely leading and thus 
pretty meaningless.  Don't bother asking again. South Norfolk

Increase
An increase is justified, provided it means more visible policing in more 
rural areas - not just more densly populated areas. North Norfolk

No increase

As 60% of your Budget comes from the Government through national 
taxation which is considered by them to be adequate. Then you have to 
demonstrate how and why you cannot live within your Budget before 
trying to increase the local precept.   Broadland

No increase

I would like to know if the actual level of funding will increase because the 
tax base will be increased without an increase in the amount each 
household pays.   I also think that people are actually safer but have a 
perception that they are not. This perception may be changed through 
less expensive solutions such as CCTV. Breckland

No increase King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

you have been increasing the share of your council tax above inflation for 
years and years MUST be time for a cut now as it has made no difference 
to front line services Norwich

No increase

Unfortunately police don't simply detect prevent and solve crime anymore 
they have become the new generation of social services. Crime and ASB 
demand has reduced, public safety has increased. Policing resources are in 
increased demand to assist and support its partner agents, an unnecessary 
drain on resources. Funding needs to be given to social welfare and 
support not policing - this would allow the correct and proportionate level 
of care be delivered to those that need it the most. Norwich

Increase I would happily pay an extra £10/year Breckland
Increase I would happily pay much more. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

I am concerned that you keep asking people for more when wages etc do 
not go up. Thetford is already being asked to accept a 2% increase in 
Town Council tax I am waiting to hear about District and County increases. 
We seem to pay more and get less. Breckland

Increase

The requirement for police officers is extremely important and there are 
not enough officers to do the job effectively. With the increase in use of 
weapons officers should be double crewed and have the right tools to do 
the dangerous unpredictable job they are faced with on a daily basis. South Norfolk

Increase

Any drug baron monies must be recovered from their accounts where ever 
and be used to fund the police and expense accounts and salaries must be 
frozen or reduced.also fine cyclists very heavily for not having lights King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
The potential increase in revenue should be spent exclusively on Human 
Resources. South Norfolk

Increase

we are desperate in our market town for some police  presence to arrest 
the increase in drug dealing and taking since the building of  large  
housing estates,also to enforce the traffic rules in a town with many  
buggies who cannot move freely due to parking on pavements. South Norfolk



No increase
I work hard to pay my way and make do with less....about time Police did 
the same Great Yarmouth

Increase
providing the extra funding is spent on front line policing, not new carpet 
for someones office!! South Norfolk

Increase
i would be happy for this increase to go ahead as long as it is shown it will 
be spent on boots on the ground policing not admin King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase funding specifically for traffic police Norwich
No increase Get the increase from the rich tax payers, not the poor. Norwich

No increase

I'd be happy to pay for council tax increases that help prevent poverty 
which is often the source of crime. Broadland is a safe place, and I think 
we need more social care than police. Broadland

Increase
I am very Happy to pay 8p for frontline policing not to boost the salaries 
of the top. Rass Breckland

Increase Very happy to support this proposed increase. Broadland
No increase You fought the last election opposing a raise!!!! Breckland

Increase

This is an extremely small price to pay for ensuring that we retain, indeed 
improve, the current quality and scope of our local police service.  In 
today's world it is essential to main a strong local police presence - once 
lost I doubt it can ever be regained.  South Norfolk

No increase

The public pay enough for already a very stretched service with less 
officers policing the streets . resources need to be re directed to front line . 
Specialised departments are getting bigger to the detriment of front line 
policing . Norwich

No increase get some good business people to run the service  police do the policing King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase Plus more if we can reduc crime again as you did 5 years ago with PCSO's Great Yarmouth

Increase
I would be happy to pay 5% if it addressed the problem of speeding 
though our village Great Yarmouth

Increase
Police do an excellent job and all contacts I have had with them have been 
helpful and professional. North Norfolk

Increase

You have set out a plan which depends on the precept increase, if that 
plan is not put into effect it will be difficult to secure support for a future 
precept increase. Norwich

Increase The police need more resources North Norfolk

Increase
It is a terrible situation when the police have to go 'cap in hand' to get 
essential funding. The government should be ashamed. Great Yarmouth

Increase I would be happy to pay more than 8p per week. Broadland

Increase

On the proviso that it is spent on increasing resources for additional 
localised rural police presence (NOT PCSO's - proper police officers!) and 
increase in advanced traffic department car and motor cycle patrols to 
combat unacceptable rise in bad driving South Norfolk

Increase

Yes, increase by 2% but stop employing Management Consultants, they 
are a waste of public funds, they invariably don't understand the 
organisation they advise and cause stress to the workforce by insisting on 
targets that are unattainable. South Norfolk

Increase You are all very much appreciated! Breckland



No increase

We do not have neighbourhood policing in Burnham Market or in any of 
the surrounding villages, and until our local police are totally 100% 
efficient there should be no increases in tax. Indeed I would reduce your 
budget.  By efficient I mean...Have you merged back of house activity with 
Cambs and Suffolk?,     Have you sorted out procurement ie are you using 
CCS, ie the cabinet office agency?.   Have you considered merging all 
emergency services especially fire and police?. Have you considered 
merging 999 call centres for all emergency services?.    My view is that 
unless the Police are starved of cash, no action will be taken on the above 
as there is no motivation.    Lorne you really do need to be absolutely 
ruthless in your pursuit of managing an efficient, excellent Police service 
which uses state of the art technology as well as well trained people to 
combat and prevent crime....I'm just not sure that smiley person you seem 
to portray is up for it. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

It's time we acknowledge that we have to pay for services. The human cost 
of not doing this is unemployment and salaries at minimum wage which 
are so low no-one can really live on these. North Norfolk

No increase

Get rid of. Police Commuinty support officers We never see one in this 
village When I asked one why we didn,t see them in villages she told me 
she had too much paperwork They are a waste of money a PC would be 
much better. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
Happy to pay more than 2% ...increase by 10% to fund more Police 
officers out and about on patrol Breckland

No increase
Only ever see police on twos and blues when they pass my home at about 
70 MPH.  No attempt is made to control any speeding phoning motorists. Broadland

Increase
It's ridiculous to imagine we can keep cutting services and expect the 
same or more from them. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase
Yet again seeking more Council Tax.  Never see any neighborhood Police 
anyway so no difference King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

Policing needs extra budget and I will happily pay the extra to ensure 
there is adequate policing resources and mental health provisions/funding 
in custody Broadland

Increase we need more police ! Norwich

Increase

As a retired officer I am disappointed that it now appears that Norwich, 
Yarmouth and Kings Lynn are the only areas that interest the force. Those 
of us that policed and lived in rural areas knew our public, stopped things 
from happening or caught people in the act. There appears to be no 
connection between the force and the community. North Norfolk

Increase I'd be happy with the increase if I was advised on how it would be spent South Norfolk

No increase

Better management of the money they get and only concentrating on 
essential services.  Too many police needed on Prince of Wales Road at 
the weekend and how can three or four police cars turn up at any situation 
serious or otherwise to direct traffic or hang around.  Need to manage it 
as though a private company with accountability to people.  Individual 
policemen and woman are really good but it is bad management. South Norfolk

Increase

Happy to pay more.  Even though there is a reluctance to increase council 
tax what about an option to pay more by voluntary contribution? For 
example I pay extra to have my garden waste collected and to support 
local sea defence funding. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

A more visible presence by the Police would make me feel that the 
increase in the precept was worthwhile. I accept that this is only one 
aspect of the Police role but I think it is the most tangible and measurable South Norfolk



No increase

Why on earth would I pay more to allow cops to roar around in German 
BMWs? Why do they need them. If they have to have high performance 
cars buy JAGUAR Broadland

Increase Rural communities should have the same level of policing as towns. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

Central Government can no longer be relied upon to,fund our Police 
service, regardless of their rhetoric.  We must look to the cost benefit of an 
increase to Council Tax. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase
Enforcement of speed limits in villages should result in a steady stream of 
income. South Norfolk

Increase

Shouldn't there be more political protest at the austerity measures so 
badly affecting local services? Why do Local Authorities seem to just lie 
down and accept Government cuts up and down the country? MPs among 
others should be fighting for their constituents and the services that 
support them. Only a tiny percentage of the population seem unaffected 
by what is going on and they seem to be rich already! Breckland

Increase

Happy to support this relatively small increase as long as it is spent wisely 
on crime detection and prevention. The police are not social workers and I 
would rather see them concentrate on having a high profile and 
protecting the general public South Norfolk

Increase

Stop wasting police time catching drivers doing 32 mph in 30 mph areas 
it's just a way of raising money and nothing to do with supposed road 
safety North Norfolk

Increase spend it on tackling hate crime and support for vulnerable victims of crime Broadland
Increase I would like to see greater visibility.  King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

The increases in the Budjet we have agreed in the past has not given the 
promised increase in Police presence in this area. It's all a lot of flannel. 
With a good responsible Chief Constable, why do we need a PCC and staff 
at a cost of over one million pounds per year, we could have more 
Constables on the beat if we handed responsibility to our trusted chief. Breckland

No increase

Every year for the past ten years to my knowledge you have found an 
excuse for an increase in your share of the tax. Why don't you adjust your 
service to your existing income King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase Absolutely worthwhile and necessary. Broadland

No increase

A year ago, I would gladly pay extra but Brexit has put into sharp focus 
just how much money our government squanders on incompetence. The 
wastage has an effect on local government grants.  If I pay extra council 
tax, I would rather it would be on social care. Broadland

Increase
Had a lot of problems on our estate and very rarely see any police going 
round Great Yarmouth

Increase
As long as this increase went towards a police presence on the streets I 
think it is overdue. South Norfolk

No increase

Our Police are still spending too much time shopping while on duty.If a 
call comes in while they are in the queue at KFC or McDonalds drive 
through (they have been seen there this week) how do they extricate 
themselves to respond?   There are still not enough visible officers after 
several years of increases.  I was let down desperately when I was a victim 
of crime and I have seen no improvement since that time, when I do I will 
endorse an increase. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase Policing is poor in rural areas Breckland

No increase

We are all luck enough to live in one of the lowest crime areas in the  
country. Where I live (out beyond the Tilneys) we never see a police officer 
from one year to the next. Out here we all look after ourselves and one 
another - this is an area of high social responsibility. No service to this 
very rural area can reach us in time whether its police or fire services or 
ambulance - so no I would never approve of an increase in council tax King's Lynn and West Norfolk



Increase

And appeal to central government to stop slashing police budgets which 
is making a difficult job impossible. Look at good practice, stop changing 
things just for the sake of it and find more clever ways to plan and budget 
rotas! South Norfolk

Increase I would pay more if it will give us a better police service King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase
Promises made and never kept.  Just do not trust the police to provide a 
service that is visible and trusted South Norfolk

Increase If it means more actually police on the streets you can have 10% South Norfolk
No increase Think our council tax includes alot for the police Breckland
Increase Please invest in our wonderful Safer Neighbourhood Teams Norwich

Increase
I would feel more comfortable if there was a more visible police foot 
patrolling in Norwich City Centre. South Norfolk

Increase

Any increase is OK by me PROVIDED it is spent on incresaed police patrols 
and visibility and not on beaurocracy, counseling, form filling or back 
office proceedures King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase Any precept that puts more police on the Road is to be welcomed. South Norfolk

No increase
There will be government changes coming up, so I would prefer to wait, 
and then comment. Broadland

Increase More officers South Norfolk

Increase

Why is there so many senior officers? I joined Norfolk Joint Police with just 
3 chief officers, then C Supt of Supt in charge of divisions. We had more 
officers on the streets, and an effective and well liked service. It's gone 
down hill since the amount of senior officers has dramatically increased to 
the detriment of the Bobby on the beat. It's time to change, so please 
don't preach about saving money, get rid of some senior ranks who are on 
high salaries and bonus packages, and sort the service out before it's too 
late! Great Yarmouth

Increase

I do find it quite amazing that year on year the Police budget is increased 
regardless, it seems, of what comments we submit.  The above really gives 
us no option but to opt for an increase.  When for a few years now Parish 
Councils have looked to freeze or reduce their burden on the local 
community why do the Police insist on increasing theirs?  It would be 
easier to swallow if we saw an increase in Police presence etc but year on 
year we are seeing less and less.  Although I have selected the increase 
option above, as I feel I have no real option, even that isn't guaranteeing a 
better service as it says 'This option SHOULD enable changes....'!!!!!  Our 
Village is fortunate not to need a huge Police presence but even the little 
contact we still get is gradually being watered down - we now no longer 
get a monthly Police report but have to look online ourselves to find our 
own local crimes which are always a good month or so behind anyway.  All 
in all I am very disappointed with our current service level and hope others 
in my community will bother to complete this survey as I am sure I am not 
a lone voice in what I have said. Broadland

Increase There needs to more visual police prescence throughout Norfolk Broadland

No increase
Before increasing taxes you should be looking very carefully on how you 
spend what you already have. So much is wasted! South Norfolk

Increase

As a police officer I can see that we are struggling as it is, moral is at the 
lowest I've seen it in 5 years, anymore cut back to front line response 
would come at a heavy cost to staff numbers as many are on the brink of 
quitting. Breckland

No increase

The PCCs past and present used the above bias survey year after year, but 
the fact is that they want people like me on a very limited income to keep 
shelling out more and more.  Trim the fat - don't raise my tax.  If 8p is such 
a small amount you can do without it - for me, that's my kids school 
uniform. Norwich



Increase

Consideration should be made into the effectiveness of the systems the 
Constabulary are using to report their crimes/the way they are processed. 
We need to ensure our Police Officers are being proactive and visible, 
rather than shying away from their duties or tied up with significant 
amounts of paperwork/data processing. I fully support the increase 
however, I'm concerned that a small number of officers aren't pulling their 
weight and they are making all other officers of Norfolk Constabulary look 
bad. We also don't have enough officers to manage the influx of 
crime/jobs so hopefully this increase will help employ more. I feel that 
PCSO's help bridge the gap when there are a lack of officers available - 
having a presence and knowing you can approach them in the street, 
really helps. They too should be more visible to the public though. Breckland

Increase
I would pay even more than 2% if it were an option and would do the 
same with NI contributions to support the NHS. Norwich

No increase

I am a serving Police Officer. The organisation cannot be trusted to 
allocate resources effectively and efficiently, and in fact continues to waste 
resources. Continuing to persevere with 'Virtual Courts' is a case in point 
where the Constabulary wastes money, with no tangible benefit to the 
organisation or to the public. Similarly, millions have been wasted on 
introducing the disastrous Athena system. Perhaps the PCC should be 
honest with the public about these shambolic episodes before asking for 
yet more money? South Norfolk

No increase

I don't see any value for money since the last increase, working in the 
criminal justice world I see money wasted on a regular basis, so why 
should the taxpayer throw more at it. I would happily donate 8p a month 
if we could remove the ridiculous IT system just purchased, which in itself 
would I am sure increase productivity by front line police officers by 33%. 
Athena is ruining front line policing! Great Yarmouth

Increase

  But not as a yes or no but the following:      I considered the question 
very carefully , thoughts came to me    First of all I was going to say yes to 
the 2% rise , because I can afford it and I feel it little charge for the 
thought of more bobbies on the beat. Then I thought again.     And this 
brought me to considering a grander newer free thinking approach    As 
well as Police there are other front line services in dyer need of more funds    
To increase taxation , either across the board locally, regionally or 
nationally is always a hard political pill to give and harder public pill to 
swallow. Add to that an increasing fear that such increases would be hard 
to track from their source to where the public want them to go. Do we 
trust that it will create more boobies on the beat?    So as a keen ideas and 
policy thinker I thought to create an idea that meets widespread approval, 
is new,not tarnished with taxation and not limited to government limits 
and constraints.  I would create a charitable fund trust. A  crowd funded 
voluntary trust that would ensure all funds are channeled directly and 
proportionally into those positions the "crowd" votes for,     Now I see that 
this goes against the grain of an elected democracy by handing it over to 
the masses. But with technology and communications it will be easy to 
manage    Let's start it off in Norfolk    So here is how it would work    
Invite the public to donate to the trust . The donors would tag the service 
or services they wish to be funded.    So I would donate £500 year,     £100 
to each of    1 community police officers  2 firemen  3 NHS nurses  4. 
Elderly care workers  5 mental illness support workers      The trust would 
receive the money and work with those services to ensure we have those 
personnel on the front line    I would even brand them    Community 
Crowd Funded....Wardens, Fireofficers, Nurses etcetc    As a trust outside of 
government constraints there is no limit to funds raised and the public will 
have no complaints as those who wish to participate would feel better and 
those who cannot afford to will not feel press ganged       Let's think big Norwich



Increase

I feel people are too hard on the police nowadays. They are expected to 
act at a unreasonable expectation when they don't have a fraction of the 
officers they need to respond to most "low level" crime Great Yarmouth

Increase

Willing to pay more council tax for policing. Council tax is a major spend 
from low-income household budget, & spending more is acceptable if a 
family knows the money is directed effectively for community welfare. South Norfolk

Increase
We need more officers patrolling the streets, you never see an officers on 
the beat anymore only in the cars Norwich

Increase

Yes, you cannot ring fence this amount.  If you are wise you will make 
certain  S.N.A.P.s are told where these monies have  been spent and ask 
for comments North Norfolk

No increase

Having been a member of police staff who lost their job to the policing 
budget cuts and knowing that spending within the service is still not being 
undertaken responsibly I fail to see why the public have to pay to top up 
the budget.  Perhaps the PCC would be better to look at departmental 
spending,  overtime budgets and where money is being wasted before it 
starts to hit the public purse yet again. South Norfolk

Increase
Supporting the police is vital in these changes in society. I as a humble 
resident would be happy to support the 2% increase. Breckland

No increase Council tax is already too high. It should go down not up. Broadland

No increase

If you are going to increase the cost of policing don't waste your time with 
8 pence a week, increase it significantly so that Norfolk can have the most 
outstanding service in the UK. The 8 pence proposal will not afford what 
people apparently want! It's back to basics, what do you want from your 
police ? What are police doing that should be undertaken by other 
statutory agencies? We can do better! Broadland

No increase

I voted for the PCC on the back of his opposition to the incumbent PCC 
plans to raise council tax...the Police should modernise rather than 
increasing our council tax South Norfolk

No increase We never see a bobby here anyway. Breckland

No increase

Mr Bett increased the tax every year and still there is no police presence 
on the street so why should I believe this increase will alter anything. 
Surely you need to get all the staff out on the streets and away from their 
desks. And what about the huge resources required for the night time 
economy, this should not be such a drain on the police. King's Lynn and West Norfolk

No increase

Norfolk County Council employees have had to take a pay cut and other 
services reduced so why is it not possible for the police to have the same 
reductions? Broadland

Increase
Neighbourhood policing is so important. It's time we saw more police 
walking the streets Norwich

Increase Although i wouldnt want an increase, if needed i would support one. Great Yarmouth

No increase

There is no such thing as visible policing in my area or in any of the areas 
nearby. This sort of policing went years ago..mid 1970's to be exact. The 
only time you ever see any proper coppers is after a crime has been 
committed. Norwich

Increase Increase visible policing please Breckland
Increase More visible police presence please. Great Yarmouth

Increase

Yes please. We have paid too little for too long for policing, (and other LA 
services too). The increase is less than most folk pay for their cup of posh 
coffee every day! North Norfolk

Increase
I don't believe the public would complain as long as they see a Bobby on 
the beat.  Broadland

Increase
In north Norfolk we have an older community who feel safer when seeing 
our local neighbourhood team out on the streets. North Norfolk

Increase
I'd have gone for a 6 or 8% increase. £20 a year for better policing is well 
worth it. King's Lynn and West Norfolk



Increase

You must keep neighbourhood policing. More PCSO's and PC's on the 
beat interacting with the community. Don't let it get back to the late 70's 
early 80's when officers were flying around in cars. Neighbourhood 
policing as well as reactive policing please King's Lynn and West Norfolk

Increase

It concerns me that so much can be saved by efficiency improvements. 
This applies not just to the Police but other public services. Can the public 
be assured that the attitude which led to these inefficiencies will not be 
rekindled? Norwich

Increase I would be willing to pay for an increase of more than 2% North Norfolk

Increase

Police are vastly underfunded. Scary to know there are very few officers on 
patrol for the amount of local population there is. Increase in violent 
events are a worry. We need police and they need resourcing properly! Great Yarmouth

Increase
I would be happy to pay twice this amount. The police do an excellent job 
on ever decreasing resources. Broadland

No increase

In my 54 years I have found the police to be completely ineffectual! They 
seem to pursue law abiding citizens like me with great vigour and be 
completely useless when they are actually needed! I was pursued through 
the crown court for allegedly sexually assaulting my own 92yo mother in 
her care home in front of the staff and all the other residents! The fact that 
I am GAY and have no sexual interest in any women and that anyone with 
half a braincell could read the statements provided by the 'witnesses' and 
realise that had what was described actually happened as described the 
'witnesses' could never have seen what they said they had seen unless of 
course they had xray vision! This was easily shown in court but only after 
my name had appeared in the papers four times and hundreds of 
thousands of pounds had been spent! The police perused the case with 
zero regard for finding the truth! They didn't even speak to my sister or 
father until 7 months after the allegations were made and my mum was 
already dead having been denied access to the one person in the world 
she lived to see! Me! Add to that that my best mate was similarly perused 
through the same court for a completely unrelated sexual assault 
allegation where after having his 7 days in crown court and his name and 
address in the papers four times too his soliciTor pointed out to the court 
that the woman involved had accused four other men over the previous 
15 years and she was shown to be a habitual liar but only by the defence 
solicitor! The police failed to uncover this! Just these two cases must have 
cost well over £600,000 maybe even £1,000,000! Add to that the number 
of times I've called the police when they've been needed and they rarely 
turned up and you'll understand my feelings! Complete waste of space! Breckland

Increase

1.  I would like to see a bigger increase.   A bobby on every beat like there 
used to be.  2.  I would like to see a rise is Council Tax and Income Tax to 
pay for essential Health and Care services.  3.  Too much money wasted on 
iphones and Sky contracts.  4. Our health and safety comes first and there 
is no God given right to luxury items.  Great Yarmouth

Increase
it is so minimal that, how can anyone object.  I would support 4% if I 
could. Great Yarmouth

Increase
By agreeing to option 2 if improvements are not delivered then next time I 
am asked I will vote for option 1, i.e no  council tax increase. Norwich

Increase

Due to the severe budget constraints Norfolk Constabulary are facing, and 
from first hand experience myself of how reactive instead of proactive 
frontline officers already are, I do not think you can justify PCSO's 
existence. Norwich



Increase

as long as this increase is part used for covering more rural... outlying 
villages then I would agree whole heartedly with it, more traffic police 
carrying out speed checks in villages such as fersfield ip222bl ,as we have 
not seen a police officer in the  5  yrs we have lived here patrolling 
bressingham or fersfield battling speeding vehicles of which we have a 
surplus ,burglaries etc... why not? South Norfolk

No increase cant afford council tax  North Norfolk

Increase
Any additional funding must be for additional visible police presence and 
not for back - office functions. North Norfolk

Increase Small price to pay for an enhanced service. Great Yarmouth
Increase Keep PCSO's Broadland

No increase

Impose a levi on the night clubs in Norwich to pay for the policing, thus 
releasing resources back to the rural areas. Use the levi honestly, paying 
officers overtime to work Prince of Wales Road and don't just absorb it 
into the budget North Norfolk

Increase

Good meeting last night in the Town Hall Great Yarmouth.  As always the 
good old general British public cannot see that the police are only able to 
perform within the restraints placed apon them. They enforce the laws as 
laid down by Parliment with monies provided from the public purse be it 
local or from the Government. If the public want more "Bobbies on the 
Beat" they will have to pay for them. Rather than cutting back further on 
the police force, savings could be made in reducing the numbers in the 
House of Lords and closer to home in the number of local councillors. I 
also think that in this time of austerity pay could be pegged. You only get 
in this world what you are prepaired to pay for!! Great Yarmouth

Increase

Roads Policing seems to have been almost totally abandoned, and 
compliance with traffic laws by all classes of road user almost non existent 
due to minimal chances of being caught. THIS MUST CHANGE! Great Yarmouth

Increase

It would be nice to see a Bobby on the Beat again even if it was only once 
a week but I suppose that is unlikely to happen. All we see now is the 
occasional passing police vehicle. Great Yarmouth

No increase

In the current economic climate and uncertainty over brexit despite the 
relatively low amount this would be unpopular. As a serving police officer I 
continue to see monetary wastage within the organization and that needs 
to eradicated before the public are asked to contribute more. Lets not 
forget that there was a precept rise the last time the PCC asked for one. I 
am also concerned at what the money would be spent on. I tackle serious, 
violent and organized crime which has to be our focus in order to see our 
public remain safe yet time and time again we seem to submit to the 
demands of un-informed people in tackling less important issues. 
Regretably we no longer have the luxury of spreading ourselves to tackle 
such a broad range of offences and problems. We certainly ought to 
educate the public in why we can no longer provide the services we once 
did (it seems to have worked for the prison officers association). It may 
also empower the public to take more responsibility for their actions and 
resolve less serious matters themselves. We cannot do everything despite 
ACPO'S views.    Great Yarmouth
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